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Control charts are one of the most powerful tools for monitoring a process. 

Univariate control charts are useful for monitoring processes that manufacture products 

with a single quality characteristic of interest. In many cases, products may be 

characterized by two or more quality characteristics that jointly determine the usefulness 

or the quality of the product. In many instances, these quality characteristics are 

correlated and, therefore, alternative multivariate control chart techniques are required to 

monitor the process that manufactures such products. 

The performance of the multivariate control chart procedures that are currently 

being used in industry and that are being cited in the literature have been studied under the 

assumption that the underlying distribution of the process is multivariate normal. It is well 

known that in reality this assumption rarely holds. Our results indicate that the normal 

theory multivariate control charts perform poorly when departures from multivariate 

normality occur. Alternatives to the normal theory multivariate control charts are needed 
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in case the assumption of multivariate normality fails to hold. One such alternative is 

based on the notion of data depths which leads to non-parametric multivariate control 

charts. However, our simulation studies indicate that the performances of the data depth 

multivariate control charts are poor under both multivariate normality and under 

departures from it. 

We propose robust alternatives which are based on affine-invariant one-sample 

multivariate versions of the sign and sign-rank hypotheses tests. These hypotheses tests 

are used to construct multivariate Shewhart type and exponentially weighted moving 

average (EWMA) charts. Our simulation results indicate that the performance of the 

proposed charts are comparable to the performance of the normal theory and the data 

depth based multivariate control charts under the assumption of multivariate normality. 

On the other hand, the performance of the proposed charts are an improvement over the 

performance of the normal theory and the data depth based multivariate control charts 

under departures from multivariate normality. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Global competition and increased consumer awareness have made American 

industries focus heavily on quality control issues. Statistical Process Control (SPC) 

provides an important set of tools for achieving quality control objectives. These tools 

help in achieving process stability through the reduction of process variability. Stable 

processes are required to meet the consumer' s fitness for use criteria. Ideally, processes 

should operate with little variability around the target of the quality characteristic in 

question. Assignable causes or process shifts must be detected quickly so that corrective 

actions can be taken before many non-conforming units are produced. Control charts, 

developed in the 1920s by Walter A. Shewhart of Bell Laboratories, are one of the most 

powerful on-line techniques for controlling process variability. They help in monitoring a 

process so that efforts can be made to improve the process. Since their introduction, 

control charts have gained wide usage and acceptance in industry particularly in the 

manufacturing sector. 

Univariate control charts are useful for manufactured items with only one quality 

characteristic of interest. For instance, the quality of a compact disc may be characterized 

by its diameter. A compact disc must have a diameter that is less than or equal to the 

diameter of the disc holder in the compact disc player. Univariate control charts may be 

used in this case to monitor the target diameter of a compact disc. The objective would be 
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to detect any deviations from the target diameter that individual discs or sample means 

exhibit as soon as they occur. 

In many manufacturing situations, products may have two or more quality 

characteristics. In such cases the usefulness of the product is determined by both quality 

variables, which often are correlated. As an example, the quality of certain types of tablets 

may be determined by their weight, degree of hardness, thickness, width, and length. 

These quality variables are correlated and, therefore, alternative methods of control are 

needed since control charts for monitoring individual quality characteristics may not be 

adequate for detecting changes in the quality of such products. These methods are 

collectively classified as multivariate quality control techniques and the control charts 

based on such procedures are called multivariate quality control charts. 

Multivariate quality control was first introduced by Hotelling in 194 7 in the testing 

of bomb sights. Two bomb sights from a lot of size 20 were selected at random. The 

sights were tested by taking two flights and dropping four bombs on each flight. The 

range error (measured in the flight direction of the airplane) and the deflection error 

( measured perpendicular to the direction of the flight) were used as a measure of the 

quality of the bombsights (Alt, 1984). Hotelling introduced a multivariate Shewhart type 

chart (the T 2 chart) for monitoring this process (Hotelling, 1947). Jackson (1956, 1959) 

introduced a control ellipse which produced the same result as the T 2 control chart 

proposed by Hotelling. The control ellipse and the T 2 chart are similar in the sense that 

points which plot out-of-control on the T 2 chart also plot out-of-control on the control 

ellipse. Since then, various authors have studied the performance and properties of the 

T2 chart. Alt (1984) and Jackson ( 1985) give a thorough literature review on this topic. 



One of the drawbacks of the Shewhart control chan is its insensitivity to small 

shifts in the process mean. Alternatives to the Shewhan control chart when small shifts in 

the process mean are of interest include the cumulative sum (CUSUM) chan and the 

exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) chart. The Shewhart, CUSUM, and the 

EWMA charts differ with respect to how each chart uses the data from the production 

process. The Shewhart chart places all the weight on the most recent observation and, 

therefore, ignores information from past data. This makes the Shewhart chart insensitive 

to small shifts in the process mean. The CUSUM chart is based on the cumulative sum of 

the deviations of the observations from the target mean of the process and, therefore, each 

observation in this sum is equally weighted. Thus, the CUSUM chart uses information 

from both recent and past data. The EWMA chart is based on a statistic that gives less 

weight to past data than to present or more recent data through the use of a weighting 

constant. The weighting constant in the EWMA chart depends on the magnitude of the 

shift in the process mean that needs to be detected. The EWMA chart can be designed to 

behave like the Shewhart or the CUSUM charts by choosing an appropriate weighting 

constant. The CUSUM and the EWMA charts are, therefore, more sensitive to small 

shifts than the Shewhart chart since they make use of information from past data. The 

multivariate generalizations of the CUSUM and EWMA charts have been studied 

extensively. See for example Woodall and Ncube ( 1985), Crosier (1988), Pignatiello and 

Runger (1990), and Lowry et al. (1992). The average run length (ARL) performance of 

these charts were shown to be an improvement over the multivariate Shewhart charts 

particularly for small shifts in the process mean. The average run length of a control chart 
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is the average number of observations or samples that need to be collected before the 

control chart gives an-out-of-control signal. 

The performances of the multivariate Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA charts that 

are currently being used in industry and are cited in the literature have been studied under 

the assumption that the underlying distribution of the process is multivariate normal. It is 

well known that this assumption is rarely true in practice. Alternative methods of control 

are needed in case the assumption of multivariate normality is violated. Research in the 

area of robust multivariate control charts is needed. Liu (1995) proposed three non

parametric multivariate control charts that do not require any assumptions be satisfied 

regarding the underlying distribution of the process. However, Liu did not conduct 

average run length studies of the proposed charts. Therefore, we cannot compare the 

performance her charts with that of the normal theory based multivariate control charts. 

The performance of a control chart is measured by its in-control and out-of-control 

average run lengths. Typically, we would require a control chart to maintain its pre

specified in-control average run length and quickly detect out-of-control states in a 

process. 

The objectives of this dissertation are threefold. First, we provide a thorough 

literature review of both the normal theory and the non-parametric multivariate quality 

control charts. Secondly, we do a comprehensive study of the average run length 

performance of the existing methods under departures from the multivariate normality 

assumption. This includes the study of the average length performance of the procedures 

suggested in Liu (1995). Finally, we propose robust alternatives to the existing 

multivariate control chart methods. The new methods are based on affine invariant 
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multivariate one sample tests that were developed by Hettmansperger et al. ( 1994 ), Peters 

and Randles (1990), and Randles (1989). The performances of the proposed multivariate 

control charts are similar to those of the existing methods or charts when the underlying 

distribution of the process is multivariate normal and are better than the performances of 

the existing methods under departures from the multivariate normality assumption. 

This dissertation provides an important contribution to the field of multivariate 

quality control charts in several ways. First, this dissertation gives a concise summary of 

the methods that are currently being used to solve multivariate quality control problems. 

Secondly, this dissertation explores the behavior of the existing methods under departures 

from the multivariate normality assumption. Next, we propose alternative methods that 

are shown to be more robust than the existing methods under deviations from multivariate 

normality. The new methods are robust in the sense that they maintain their pre-specified 

type I error rate (and, therefore, the pre-specified in-control average run length) and 

detect out-of-control conditions quickly under both multivariate normality and deviations 

from multivariate normality. Another important contribution of this dissertation relates to 

its effort to bridge the gap between theoretical and applied statistics. We use the affine 

invariant multivariate one sample tests that were developed by Hettmansperger et al. 

(1994), Peters and Randles (1990), and Randles (1989) to solve a problem in industrial 

statistics. That is, these affine invariant tests form a basis for the multivariate quality 

control charts that are proposed. 

The literature review in Chapter 2 is intended to acquaint the reader with the 

normal theory and the non-parametric multivariate quality control chart procedures that 

have been suggested in the literature. In Chapter 3, we thoroughly investigate the 
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performance of the normal theory multivariate control charts under departures from the 

multivariate normality assumption. In Chapter 4, we investigate the behavior of the 

multivariate control charts that were proposed by Liu (1995). In Chapter 5, we propose 

robust multivariate control charts under the assumption that the variance-covariance 

matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is known. Chapter 6 extends Chapter 

5 to the case when the variance-covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the 

process is unknown. Chapter 7 contains conclusions and potential areas of further 

research into the area of multivariate quality control charts. 



CHAPTER2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter is intended to acquaint the reader with the multivariate quality control 

chart procedures that have been proposed in the literature. We discuss the normal theory 

multivariate Shewhart, CUSUM, and EWMA charts as well as the non-parametric 

multivariate control charts that were introduced by Liu (1995). The multivariate Shewhart 

charts are discussed in Section 2.1 . The theory underlying these charts is a simple 

extension of the theory underlying the univariate Shew hart charts. We, therefore, discuss 

the univariate Shewhart charts first . The multivariate CUSUM and EWMA charts are 

discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The underlying theory behind these charts 

is also a straightforward extension of the underlying theory behind the univariate CU SUM 

and EWMA charts. We, therefore, discuss the univariate CUSUM and EWMA charts 

first. We briefly discuss Liu' s non-parametric charts in Section 2.4. A detailed discussion 

of these charts along with simulation results is presented in Chapter 4. 

2.1 The Shewhart Control Chart 

The Shewhart control chart is perhaps the most widely used control chart in 

statistical process control. Developed in the 1920s by Walter A. Shewhart of Bell Labs, it 

has gained wide acceptance and usage in industry. Montgomery (1991) presents a 

detailed list of references and a good overview of the theoretical background and 
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applications of the Shewhart chart. We begin our discussion by first describing the 

univariate Shewhart chart. 

Let the quality characteristic of a manufactured item be denoted by X . An 

example is where X represents the inside diameter of forged piston rings. Assume that 

X - N(µ 0 ,a; ) where both µ 0 and ag are known and consider a sample X 1 , ••• ,Xn 

from the manufacturing process. A univariate Shewhart control chart for the process 

mean is given by the following characteristics: 

ao 
UCL= µ0 + Zan (J;;) 

CL= µ0 

ao 
LCL = ~ -Za12 (J;;) 

(2 .1) 

where UCL, CL , LCL are the upper control limit, the target or center line, and the lower 

control limit, respectively, and Za,2 is the upper (a I 2)th quantile of the standard normal 

distribution. For successive samples of size n , this control chart can be viewed, when the 

values of the means of the successive samples are plotted on it, as repeated tests of 

hypothesis of the form H
0
:µ = µ0 versus Ha:µ -:t:. µ0 at the a level of significance. The 

regions above UCL and below LCL represent the rejection regions of the likelihood ratio 

test of the above hypothesis. Several authors argue that control charts should not be 

viewed as repeated tests of hypothesis. We, however, disagree with that view. We see 

that the advantages from formally viewing a control chart as a sequence of hypothesis 

tests clearly outweigh any disadvantages. Further, by viewing a control chart as a 

sequence of tests, we provide a formal basis for introducing novel, robust control chart 
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procedures. For additional discussion on the relationship between control charts and 

hypothesis testing, see Woodall and Faltin (1996). 

Most often, the nominal values of µ 0 and erg are unknown. A typical way of 

estimating these unknown quantities is by taking m preliminary samples of size n each 

over a base period when the process is assumed to be in-control. The target mean µ 0 is 

estimated by X which is given by 

where X; is the i 1h sample mean and the process variance erg is estimated by S2 which 

is defined as 

where S;2 is the i th sample variance. Substituting these estimators in the control limits 

given in Equation (2.1 ), we get 

UCL = X +Alsf 

CL = X 

LCL = X-Alsf 

where A = Za12 I Fn and is tabulated in standard quality control text books such as 

(2.2) 

Montgomery (1991 ). The control limits given in Equation (2.2) are called trial limits and 

if the sample means from the preliminary samples fall between UCL and LCL , then these 

limits can be used for future control. If one or more of the preliminary sample means falls 

above UCL or below LCL , and if we know why it or they are out-of-control, the 
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corresponding samples are dropped and the control limits are recalculated. This 

procedure is continued until all the preliminary sample means fall within the control limits. 

In many instances, a manufactured item may have two or more quality 

characteristics that jointly define the usefulness of the product. For example, consider a 

bearing that has both an inner ( X 1 ) and an outer ( X 2 ) diameter. Suppose that X 1 and 

X 2 have a bivariate normal distribution with Cov( X 1 , X 2 ) -::f. 0 . One way of monitoring 

the values of these quality characteristics is by constructing two separate univariate 

Shewhart charts. The process is said to be in-control only if the sample means X 1 and 

X 2 both fall within their respective control limits. This method of control yields a joint 

rectangular control region and the process is said to be in-control if the point ( X 1 , X 2 ) 

falls inside this region. 

There are two major problems associated with this approach. The first deals with 

wrong probability statements. Assuming independence, suppose that we use a type I error 

rate of 0.05 to construct control charts for each of the two quality characteristics in the 

above example. The probability that each sample mean falls within its respective control 

limits is 0.95 . However, the probability that both sample means simultaneously fall within 

their control limits is 0.952 = 0.9025 producing an inflated type I error of about 10% . 

Furthermore, the magnitude of inflation increases as the number of quality characteristics 

increases. In general, if there are p independent quality characteristics and if p univariate 

X charts each with Pr(type I error)= a are constructed into a single chart, then the true 

probability of a type I error is 1 - (1- a V . In most cases the p quality characteristics are 
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correlated and, therefore, this formula cannot be used to compute the effective type I error 

rate. 

A second problem in using separate control charts for two or more quality 

characteristics is the resulting conflicting answers regarding the signals. Conflicting 

answers arise because under the assumption of a normal distribution (assuming unequal 

variances) the contours of constant probability are ellipses and not the square or 

rectangular region as previously stated. We could, therefore, falsely claim that both X 1 

and Xe are in-control when at least one is not or that one or both of X 1 and X~ are out-

of-control when, in fact, they are both in-control. 

The general multivariate quality control problem consists of a repetitive process in 

which each item is characterized by p quality characteristics X 1 , ••• , X P . The underlying 

distribution of the p random variables is assumed to be multivariate normal with a known 

mean vector µ and a known variance-covariance matrix L . The multivariate Shewhart 

control chart procedure can be viewed as a sequence of hypothesis tests of H0 : µ = µ 0 

versus Ha: µ cl= µ 0 • The likelihood ratio test for this set of hypotheses specifies that the 

null hypothesis be rejected if 

(2.3) 

where X denotes the (p x 1) vector of sample means and x~.a is the upper ath quantile 

of the Chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. The control chart is formed by 

letting 

UCL= X~.a 

LCL = 0 
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and plotting the values of x 2 
. We conclude that the process is out-of-control if any of 

the collected samples yields a value of x 2 that falls above UCL . 

Most often, both µ 0 and L are unknown and, therefore, have to be estimated 

from a base period of m samples each of size n when the process is assumed to be in

control. The sample means and variances are then calculated as follows: 

- 1 n 

x ik = - Lxiik 
n i=I 

' 1 ~ - ,, 
S1~k = --~ (Xuk - X 1k )-

n - 1 i=I 

where X iJk is the / h observation on the /h quality characteristics in the k 
th sample. The 

covariances between quality characteristics X i and X h where j -:le h are given by 

The statistics X ik , S}, and Sihk are then averaged over all m samples to get 

and 

2 
1 ~ 2 

Si = - ~S1k' 
m k = I 

1 m 

s ih = - Lsihk 
m k = I 

where j -:1c h . The sample means X 1 are the elements of the vector X and the p x p 

sample covariance matrix S is defined as 
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52 
I S12 s ip 

S= 
S12 s ; S2p 

s ip S2p 5 2 p 

We now replace µ 0 by X and L with S in the x:: test statistic given in Equation (2.3) 

to get 

T 2 = n(X - Xf s-1 (X - X). 

This test statistic is called Hotelling' s T2 
, and the control chart that is based on it is 

referred to as the Hotelling's T 2 control chart. For large sample sizes and under the 

assumption that the process is in-control, the T 2 distribution converges to the x" 

distribution. Therefore, if µ 0 and L are estimated from a large number of preliminary 

samples then it is customary to use the x 2 control chart that was described earlier. For 

small sample sizes the control chart is formed by letting 

UCL= T,}·.p.n-p 

LCL = O 

where T}.p.n-p is the upper ath quantile from the T2 distribution with p numerator and 

n - p denominator degrees of freedom. We claim that the process is out-of-control 

whenever T2 for any sample exceeds UCL . 

As in the case of the univariate control chart the multivariate chart control limits 

are considered to be trial limits. If all the preliminary sample means yields a x 2 
( or T 2 

) 

test statistic value that is less than x ~.a ( T}.p,n-p) then we can use these limits for future 

control. If one or more preliminary sample means yields a x 2 
( or T 2 

) value that exceeds 
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X~.a ( T;_p,n-p) and if we know why it or they are out-of-control, the corresponding 

samples are dropped and the control limits are recalculated. The reader is referred to Alt 

( 1984), Alt and Smith ( 1988), and Jackson (1980, 1985) for more details on the 

Hotelling's T 2 chart. 

Next, we discuss the principal components approach to the multivariate quality 

control chart problem. The procedure is based on principal components and amounts to 

transforming the correlated quality characteristics into a set of new independent variables 

which are linear functions of the quality characteristics. The starting point of the statistical 

applications of the method of principal components is the sample covariance matrix S . 

The axes of the control ellipsoid corresponds to the eigenvectors of S . For example, 

when p = 2 , the axes of the control ellipse may be thought of as vectors in two-space that 

characterizes the rotation of the original axes. The length of the major axis is 2~t... 1 Ta.2 

and the length of the minor axis is 2~t...2 T~ where A, and ~ are the eigenvalues of S 

and 

2 
2(N - 1) 

T = --- F J ., 2 . 
a (N - 2) a .-.,• -

Note that T; and Fa.: .. v-2 are the upper ath quantiles of the T2 and F distribution with 

2 and N - 2 degrees of freedom, respectively. The coefficients of the first eigenvector of 

S are the cosines of the angles between the major axis and the X 1 and the X 2 axes. 

Similarly, the coefficients of the second eigenvector of S are the cosines of the angles 

between the minor axis and the X 1 and the X 2 axes. 
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We can generalize this concept to p quality variables X r = ( X 1, . .• , X P) . A 

principal ax.is transformation transforms X into p uncorrelated variables 

yr= (r;, .. . ,YP). The coordinate axes ofthese new variables are described by the 

vectors u 1 , ••• , u P which make up the columns of the orthonormal matrix U . The 

columns of U are the eigenvectors of S . The transformation that yields Y is given by 

where X and X are the p x 1 vectors of the original quality variables and their sample 

means. If X - Np(µ,"'[.), then Y - N/0,A), where O is the p x l vector of zeros and 

A = diag( Ai , ... , AP) where ~ ' ... , AP are the eigenvalues of S . It can be shown that the 

determinant of S , [Sf , equals the determinant of A , [A[ . Similarly, it can be shown that 

the trace of S , tr(S) , equals the trace of A , tr(A) . Therefore, the proportion of total 

variability associated with each principal component is given by 0-; I tr(S))IOO for 

i = l , ... ,p. 

Two alternate and sometimes more desirable ways of scaling the principal 

components are by using the following transformations: 

y• = A112ur (X- X) 

and 

The p x 1 vector y• has mean O and variance-covariance matrix equal to A2
. On the 

other hand, the p x 1 vector Y .. has mean O and variance-covariance matrix equal to I , 

the identity matrix of order p. The vector Y .. is preferred in the multivariate quality 
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control chart setting since it has as an identity covariance matrix. Therefore, each 

component of y•• has unit variance. It can be shown that 

T2 = y ••r y •• (see Jackson, 1959). 

We can, therefore, plot y ••r y •• on the T2 control chart to monitor the process mean. 

2.2 The Cumulative Sum Chart (CUSUM) 

The cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart, first proposed by Page ( 1954), is a 

powerful and popular method for monitoring industrial processes. Numerous studies on 

the CUSUM chart ' s performance and properties have been conducted; see Montgomery 

( 1991) for a list of references on the subject. The CUS UM can be viewed as a sequence 

of sequential probability ratio tests (SPR T) which are applications of the generalized 

likelihood ratio test which we describe below. 

Consider testing H0 : 0 = 00 versus Ha: 0 = Bi where 0 is the parameter of interest. 

The parameter values 00 and 01 can be looked upon as the in-control and the out-of-

control values of the process. Suppose that we begin observing the process at time O and 

that we are able to make a decision whenever some value B; , i = 1,2, .. . suggests there is 

a problem. Assume that ~ ' ... 'en 'en+I, ... are appropriate functions of sufficient statistics 

and consider a procedure that is based on SPRT. 

Let the likelihood ratio at time i be given by 

where the x' s are random variables with a probability density function given by f and 

Ln is the natural log function. For independent observations the log-likelihood statistic at 
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n 

the nth step is given by Zn = L z, and we conclude that the process is out-of-control 
i=I 

whenever Zn 2'. a where a is some constant. Similarly, we can conclude that the process 

is in-control whenever Zn < b where b is another constant. For a SPRT, b is typically 

set at O since b < 0 slows the procedure's ability to detect an out-of-control state. 

Therefore, the CUSUM is a sequence of independent SPRTs with the following decision 

rules: 

1. Signal an out-of-control state whenever Zn 2'. a . 

2. Restart the CUSUM whenever Zn ~ 0. 

3. Continue the current CUSUM whenever O < Zn < a . 

To illustrate the basic CU SUM procedure, consider a sequence of individual 

observations from a normal distribution with mean µ and variance u 2
. Assume that u 2 

is known and that µ 0 and JJi are the in-control and out-of-control values of the process 

mean µ . The likelihood ratio at time i is given by 

Therefore, the critical inequality is given by: 



n 

0< LZ; < a 
i=I 

18 

For µ 1 = µ 0 +Jo- , where J is the magnitude of the shift, the critical inequality is given by 

~x-µ 0 5 a 
O< L.J I --] < -, 

i=I (J" 2 () 

and ifwe let 

S = ~(X; - µo - 5) 
n-1 ~ 

2 
, 

i=I (J" 

then the critical inequality becomes 

This critical inequality can be written as 

• xn - µo 5 a 
where xn = a- , d = 2 , and h = 

6 
. Sometimes, the CUSUM statistic is expressed 

as Sn = max[ 0, S n-i + ( x: -d)] . This incorporates the resetting of the statistic whenever 

S n-i + (X: - d) < 0. The CUSUM procedure may thus be summarized as follows : 

1. Let S0 be the initial value for the CUSUM statistic. 

2. Signal a possible out-of-control state whenever Sn > h . 

In the previous development we assumed that µ 1 > µ 0 . For the case when 

µ 1 < µ 0 the CUSUM statistic is given by 
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Sn = min[O, Sn-I + ex: -d)] 

and we signal an out-of-control state whenever Sn < -h . The basic parameters of the 

CU SUM are, therefore, d and h . For monitoring a normal mean the typical value of d 

for a one CY shift in µ is 0.50. 

Woodall and Ncube (1985) extended the univariate CUSUM scheme to the 

multivariate setting. They described a method for monitoring a p - dimensional 

multivariate normal process by using p two-sided univariate CUSUM charts. Each 

quality characteristic is controlled by operating a two-sided univariate CUSUM chart. 

That is, the jth two-sided univariate CUSUM is operated by forming the cumulative sums 

SJ.r = max(O,SJ.t- i +xi1 -k) 

~.r = min(O,~.r-i +xi1 + ki ) 

where SJ.t ~ 0, ~ .r ~ 0 , k i > 0 , and xi1 is the sample mean at time t for quality 

characteristic j . The jth two-sided chart signals that the corresponding process mean 

has shifted when either SJ.i > \ or ~ .1 < -\ for some CUSUM chart parameters k i and 

hi. The process is declared out-of-control whenever any of the p two sided charts 

signal. A disadvantage of Woodall and Ncube's multivariate CUSUM chart is that its 

performance depends on the direction of the shift of the process mean. 

Healy ( 1987) showed that a univariate CUSUM chart, which is based on a linear 

combination of the quality characteristics can be used in the multivariate case. The 

performance ofHealy' s multivariate CUSUM procedure also depends on the direction of 

the shift of the process mean. This procedure is based on the theory of sequential 

probability ratio tests and is explained below. 
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Assume that X 1 , ... ,X
11
,X

11
+ 1 , ••• are distributed as N/µ,"£,) whereµ=µ,, (the 

process mean in the in-control state) or µ = µ, (the process mean in the out-of-control 

state) and the variance-covariance matrix "£, is assumed to be known. The likelihood ratio 

at time i is given by 

cpl"£.l-112 
exp(-0.S(Xi - ~f "£. -1 (Xi - ~)) 

= 
c ) "£.l-112 

exp(-0.S(Xi - µ 1 f L -1 (Xi - µ 1 )) 

exp(- 0.S(Xi - ~ f "£. -1 (Xi - µ 2 )) 

- exp(- 0.5(Xi - µi)r L-1 (Xi - µ 1 )) 

= exp((~ - µ1 f "£. -1 Xi -0.5(µ{ "£. -1 µ 2 - µ t "£. -1 µ1 )) 
= exp((~ - µ,, f "£. -1 xi - 0.5(~ + µ,, f "£. -1 (~ - µ1)) 

where c P = (2n")- P
12 

. The log of the likelihood ratio at time i is given by 

and ifwe let 

then since the observation vectors are considered independent, the log-likelihood statistic 

n 

at the nth step is given by Zn = L zi . We conclude that the process is out-of-control 
i= l 

whenever Zn ~ L where L is a constant that achieves a pre-specified in-control average 

run length. The critical inequality is, therefore, given by 

n 

= o < L[Cµ2 - µ1f "£. -1 xi - o.scµ2 + µ1f "£. -1c~ - µJJ < L 
i = l 

Let 
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represent the Mahalanobis distance between µ 1 and µ: and divide the critical inequality 

throughout by y to get 

where 

and 

n 

0<L[aTX; -K]<H 
i= l 

T _ - 1 ( )T " - I a -r µ2-11i L. , 

L 
H=- . 

r 

Note that a T (Xn - Iii) is distributed as N(O,l) in the in-control state and is distributed as 

N(y ,1) in the out-of-control state. We can rewrite the critical inequality as 

by letting 

n-1 
Sn-I = L(aTX; - K) . 

i= l 

The multivariate CUSUM procedure can, therefore, be defined as 

Sn = max(Sn-1 + 3 Tx n - K,O) > H . 

Therefore, for detecting a shift in the mean of a multivariate normal random variable the 

CU SUM procedure reduces to a form of the univariate normal CU SUM procedure. 

The above formulation of the multivariate CUSUM procedure considers shifts in 

the mean vector in the direction Iii to µ 2 = Iii + 8 where 8 = ~ - Iii . If shifts along the 
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line connecting /Ji and ~ . but in the direction away from ~ are also considered, then 

another one-sided CUSUM can be developed and combined with the first one-sided 

CUSUM to form an ordinary two-sided CUSUM. The preceding derivation was modeled 

after the derivation of discriminant analysis by Anderson ( 1984) which we briefly discuss 

now. 

Let / 1 (x) and / 2 (x) be the probability density functions associated with the p x l 

random vector X as belonging to the populations 1l'1 and 1l'1 , respectively. An object X 

with associated sample space Q must be assigned to either 1l'1 or 1l'1 . Let R1 be the set of 

X values for which we classify objects as ,r1 and let R: = n - R1 be the remaining X 

values for which we classify objects as 1r2 • Assume that 1l'1 has the multivariate normal 

distribution with mean "1 and variance-covariance matrix L whereas ": has the 

multivariate normal distribution with mean ~ and variance-covariance matrix ~ . It can 

then be shown that a vector of observations X is classified as belonging to ,r1 if 

where p 1 and p 2 are prior probabilities of ,r1 and ,r: . Note that c(21I) and c(ll2) are the 

costs of misspecifying the observation vector X as Jr2 when it should be classified as 1r1 

and vice-versa. In the multivariate CUSUM setting, we assume that Pi = p 2 and that 1r1 

and ": are the distributions of X in the in-control and the out-of-control states, 

respectively. The ratio between the two costs is equivalent to selecting a cut-off value to 

achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length. 
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Crosier (1988) proposed two multivariate CUSUM procedures. The first 

procedure is based on accumulating successive values of T, the square-root of Hotelling' s 

T 2
. This multivariate CUSUM is given by 

where S0 ~ 0 and k1 > 0 . This procedure signals that the process is out-of-control 

whenever S" > h1 where h1 > 0 is chosen to achieve a pre-specified in-control average 

run length. Crosier's second chart is based on accumulating the observation vectors using 

the statistic 

c = {cs + x )r "'-1cs + x )} 1
'
2 

I 1-l I L.., 1-I I 

and 

S, = 0, if C, $ k: 

= (S,_1 + X, )(1- k: IC,), if C, > k:, 

i = 1,2, ... , where S0 = 0 and k: > 0 . This procedure signals whenever 

f = {ST "' - 1 s }l/2 > h 
I I .I.., I 2' 

(2.4) 

where h: > 0 is chosen to achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length. Average 

run length studies conducted by Crosier ( 1988) show that the vector valued multivariate 

CUSUM is more sensitive to shifts in the process mean than the multivariate CUSUM that 

is based on accumulating successive values of T. 

Pignatiello and Runger (1990) also proposed two multivariate CUSUM charts. 

The first procedure is based on accumulating successive values ofHotelling's T 2
. This 

multivariate CUSUM scheme is given by 
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where S
0 

;:::: 0 and k
3 

> 0. This procedure signals that the process is out-of-control 

whenever Sn > h3 where h3 > 0 is chosen to achieve a pre-specified in-control average 

run length. Pignatiello and Runger' s second chart is based on the following vectors of 

cumulative sums: 

i 

D; = LXJ 
f =i-1;+1 

and 

(2.5) 

where k4 > 0 and 

l, = (_1 + 1, ifMC;_1 > O 

= 1, otherwise, 

i = 1,2,3, ... . The process is declared out-of-control whenever MC; > h4 where h4 > 0 is 

chosen to achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length. As was the case with 

Crosier's ( 1988) procedure, Pignatiello and Runger' s vector valued multivariate CU SUM 

is more sensitive to shifts in the process mean than the multivariate CUSUM procedure 

that is based on accumulating successive values of T2 
. 

2.3 The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Chart (EWMA) 

The univariate EWMA chart, introduced by Roberts (1959), is another alternative 

to the Shewhart chart when small shifts in the process mean are of interest. The 

performance of the EWMA is similar to that of the CUSUM in the sense that both charts 

are able to quickly detect small shifts in the process mean. The Shewhart, CUSUM, and 

EWMA control charts differ in how each chart uses the data generated by the production 
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process (Hunter, 1986). An out-of-control signal from the Shewhart chart depends 

entirely on the most recently plotted point. That is, the weight ( w 1 ) given to the most 

recently plotted point is w
1 

= I , and the weights given to all previous points are w 1_ k = 0 

for k 2 I . The Shewhart chart thus ignores all information in the past data and is 

insensitive, therefore, to small shifts in the process. The out-of-control signal from the 

T 

CUSUM chart depends upon the sum Sr = 2,d
1 

where d
1 

is the deviation of an 
t=l 

observation X
1 

from the target mean µ . Thus, all the observations in the CUSUM are 

weighted equally since all the d
1 
's in the sum Sr receive equal weight. On the other 

hand, the EWMA chart is based on a statistic that gives less and less weight to data as 

they get older and older. The performance of the EWMA chart, therefore, depends on the 

weighting constant. A smaller weighting constant leads to an EWMA that is more 

sensitive to smaller shifts in the process mean whereas a large weighting constant leads to 

an EWMA that is more sensitive to larger shifts. 

The univariate EWMA statistic is defined as 

where O < m < 1 is the weighting constant, X I is the sample mean at time t , and the 

starting value for the first sample (t = 1) is Z0 = X where X is the average of the sample 

means from m preliminary samples taken when the process is assumed to be in-control. 

Note that 

and we can substitute this in the formula for Z
1 

to get 
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If we continue substituting recursively for Z1_ i ( j = 2,3, .. . , t) we get 

r- 1 

Zr= CVL(l-cv) i X r-J + (1-m)r Z0 . 

}=0 

It is clear that the weights cv (l - cv) i decrease in value with the age of the sample mean, 

that is, as the value of j increases. For example, if the most recent sample mean has been 

assigned a weight of 0.20 then the sample mean at time t - 1 gets a weight of 0.16, the 

sample mean at time t - 2 gets a weight of 0.128 and so on. The values of the weights, 

therefore, decrease geometrically with age. 

If the sample means Xr are independent random variables with variance cr 2 In, 

then it can be shown that the variance of Zr is 

with limiting value 

(Y 2 
z, 

2 
CY CV 21 

= -(-)(1-(1-cv) ) 
n 2-cv 

cr2 I n 

We can, therefore, form the EWMA chart control limits as follows: 

LCL = X - kCY.J(2 - cv) I cvn , 

CL = X, and 

UCL= X + kcr.J(2 - cv ) I cvn 

where k > 0 . The control limits in this case are based on the asymptotic variance of Z
1 

. 

The control limits that are based on the exact variance of Zr lead to a natural fast initial 
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response EWMA control chart where initial out-of-control states are detected quickly. 

However, in reality we would expect the process to be in-control at the start up stage and 

then drift out-of-control and, therefore, we have used the asymptotic variance in the 

construction of the control chart. The univariate EWMA chart is a plot of Z1 against time 

t and the process is declared out-of-control whenever Z1 falls above UCL or below 

LCL . 

The design parameters of the EWMA chart are k , the multiple of u used in the 

control limits, and OJ . The parameter values are usually chosen to achieve a pre-specified 

in-control and out-of-control average run length (ARL). Theoretical studies of the 

average run length properties of the EWMA chart have been conducted by Crowder 

( 1989) and Lucas and Saccucci (1990). These studies provided average run length tables 

for a range of values of OJ and k. An optimal design strategy would involve specifying 

the desired in-control and out-of-control average run lengths and the magnitude of the 

process shift that needs to be detected. Once these quantities are specified, the 

appropriate values of OJ and k are selected. In general, small values of OJ are chosen to 

detect small shifts in the process mean. The control limits are usually set at the standard 

(k = 3) 3u limits. 

Lowry et al. (1992) extended the univariate EWMA to the multivariate setting 

(MEWMA) by defining vectors ofEWMA's as follows: 

zt = ~ t + (I-~)Z H, 
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fort= 1,2, ... and with Z 0 = 0 and~= diag(w1 ,wc, ·· ·,wp) , 0 < wi < 1, j = 1,2, . . . , p 

and where I is the p - dimensional identity matrix. The random vectors X
1 

are i.i.d. 

NP (0, L) for t = 1,2, . .. . The ivfEWMA chart gives an out-of-control signal as soon as 

T 2 = z r ~ - I Z > H 
t I L.z, t -

(2.6) 

where H is chosen to achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length and Lz is the 
I 

covariance matrix of Z 
1 

. If there is no a priori reason to weight past observations 

differently for the p quality characteristics being monitored, then equal weights are 

assigned, i.e., w, = cv2 = . . . = w P = w . In this case the MEWMA can be written as 

It can be shown that the covariance matrix of Z I in this case is given by 

with asymptotic covariance matrix 

L z, = -2 CV [I - (1- CV ) 
21

] L ' 
-CV 

aJ 
Lz =--L . 

I 2-cv 

The MEWMA with the exact variance-covariance matrix leads to a natural fast initial 

response chart. Thus, initial out-of-control states are detected more quickly. However, it 

is more likely that the process will startup and remain in-control for a while and then shift 

out-of-control. Therefore, in practice the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix is used 

to calculate the MEWMA statistic. 

Simulation results given in Lowry et al. ( 1992) indicate that smaller values of cv 

are more effective in detecting small shifts in the process mean. Their results also 
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suggested the performance of the MEWMA chart with OJ =0.10 compares favorably with 

that of the multivariate CUSUM charts that have been proposed. However, the MEWMA 

is slow in detecting large shifts in the process mean. Therefore, it is recommended that the 

T 2 chart be used in conjunction with the MEWMA. However, in this case there is a 

trade-off between protection against the detection of large shifts and the quick detection 

of small shifts in the process mean. This is because the control limits of the MEWMA 

must be increased slightly to maintain the desired in-control ARL. 

The EWMA chart can also be used as a process forecasting device. The EWMA 

provides a forecast of where the process mean will be at the next time period. In order to 

see this in the univariate case, we first write the EWMA at time t as 

EWM"A = Z1 = Z1_ 1 + we 1 

= Z1-1 + OJ(Xr -1 - Z1_ 1 ) 

where 

Z1 = predicted value of the process mean at time t (the new EWMA), 

Xr- 1 = estimate of the process mean at time t - 1, 

Z
1

_ 1 = predicted value of the process mean at time t - 1 (the old EWMA), 

e1 = Xr- 1 - Z1_ 1 = observed error at time t - 1, 

and OJ is a constant ( 0 < OJ < 1 ) that determines the depth of memory of the EWMA. We 

assume that the random error e
1 

is distributed normal with zero mean and variance a} . 

Therefore, Z1 is actually a forecast of the value of the process mean µ at time t and it 

can be used as the basis for a dynamic process control algorithm. If the forecast of the 

mean is different from the target by a critical amount, then either the operator or some 

electro-mechanical control system can make the necessary process adjustment. The 

control limits on the EWMA chart can be used to signal when an adjustment is necessary, 
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and the difference between the target and the forecast of the mean A can be used to 

determine how much adjustment is necessary. 

2.4 A Review of Liu (1995) 

Liu (1995) introduced three non-parametric multivariate control charts- the " r " 

chart, the " Q" chart, and the " S " chart. These charts are based on the concept of data 

depth and do not require any assumptions be made about the underlying distribution of the 

process. The main idea behind the construction of these charts is the reduction of each 

multivariate observation, X r = ( X1, ... , X P), to a univariate index- namely a ranking that 

is based on the notion of data depths. These ranks are then used to construct the 

multivariate control charts. We present a brief summary of the three non-parametric 

multivariate control charts in this Section. A detailed discussion along with simulation 

results is given in Chapter 4. 

For any point X E RP , the simplicial depth of X with respect to a distribution G 

is given by 

where s[X1 , ••• , X p +i] is a simplex whose vertices X1, • •• , X p+i are p + I random 

observations from G. The quantity D0 (X) is a measure of how "deep" or how "central" 

the point X is with respect to the distribution G . Most often, G is unknown and only a 

sample Xi,·· ·, Xm is available. The empirical depth of the point X with respect to the 

data cloud X i, ···,Xm is given by 
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Do (X) = ( m )-1 
m p+ 1 

L I(X Es[X;I , ... ,x ,p+\ ]) 
1S i1 < . .. <ip,.. 1 $ m 

where Gm is the empirical distribution of X 1 , ••• , X m, I is the indicator function and is 

equal to one if X Es[·] and equal to zero otherwise. The quantity D0 measures how 
m 

"deep" the point X is within the data cloud X 1 , ••• , X m . In the multivariate control chart 

setting, the sample X 1 , ••• , X m is considered to be the base period sample and the point X 

is considered to be an observation from the control period. The base period sample is 

assumed to come from a distribution G while the control period sample is assumed to 

come from a distribution F . If the process is in-control then G = F otherwise G -:tc F . 

We will assume that both G and F are unknown. 

We will now briefly discuss the three data depth multivariate control charts. First, 

consider taking a base period sample, X 1 , ••• , X m , when the process is assumed to be in-

control. Next, for each observation, X , in the control period consider the following test 

statistic: 

where I is the indicator function and is equal to one if the data depth of X 1 is less than or 

equal to the data depth of X and is equal to zero otherwise. The quantity r0 m (X) 

measures how outlying the point X is with respect to the data cloud X 1 , ••• , X m . A small 

value of r0 (X) indicates that only a small fraction of the X 's are more outlying than 
m } 

the point X . This would indicate that the point X is at the outskirts or on the boundary 
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with respect to the data cloud X 1 , ••• , Xm . The three non-parametric multivariate control 

charts are based on the statistic r G ( X) . 
m 

The " r " chart is constructed by first taking a base period of m observations 

X 1 , • •• , X m . Next, for each observation, X ;, in the control period, the statistic r Gm ex;) 

is computed. The "r " chart is a plot of r G ex;) versus time t = 1,2, .... The center line 
m 

e CL) is set at 0.50 and the lower control limit e LCL) is set at a. These control limits are 

based On the asymptotic distribution Of r G ex;) being a Uniform distribution between 0 
m 

and 1, U[O,l] . The asymptotic distribution of r G ex;) suggests that LCL = a . We 
m 

claim that the process is OUt-Of-control Whenever the values Of TG ex;) for a point x; is 
m 

below LCL . 

The " Q" chart is constructed by first taking a base period of m observations 

X 1 , ••• , X m . Next consider taking samples of size n e X ~ , i = 1, .. . , n) in the control 

period. For each observation, X ~, in the control period sample, the statistic r Gm ex~) 1s 

computed. The " Q" chart is based on the average of the r G ex~) taken over the control 
m 

period sample. That is, for each sample of size n in the control period, we compute the 

statistic 

where Gm and Fn are the empirical distributions of X 1 , •• • X m and X; , ... , X: , 

respectively, and t = 1,2, .... Liu and Singh e1 993) show by simulation that the asymptotic 

distribution of Q I e Gm , Fn ) is 
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1 1 1 1 
N(-,-(-+-)). 

2 12 m n 

The control limits of the "Q" chart are, therefore, given by CL = 0.50 and 

1 
LCL = 0.50- Za 12[(1 / m) + (1 / n)] . 

The process is declared out-of-control whenever Q t (Gm, Fn) for the t th sample falls 

below LCL . 

The "S" chart which is analogous to the univariate CUSUM chart for the process 

mean is constructed by first taking a base period sample X 1 , ••• , X "' . Next, for each 

observation, x;, in the control period, the statistic re,. (X;) is computed. The " S" chart 

is based on the statistic St (G ,,J which is defined as: 

Note that St (Gm) can be rewritten as 

S 1 (Gm) = n[Q(Gm, Fn ) - 1 / 2] . 

We can, therefore, construct the "S " chart by letting CL = 0 and 

LCL = - Za ~11
2[(1/ m) + (l / n)]/12 . 

These control limits were derived by using the asymptotic distribution of Q( Gm, Fn) . The 

" S" chart is a plot of St (Gm) versus time t = 1,2, ... . We claim that the process is out-

of-control whenever St (Gm) falls below LCL. 

With the literature review in the background, we will now discuss the performance 

of the normal theory and the non-parametric control charts under departures from the 
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normality assumption. This will lay the foundation for introducing novel, robust 

multivariate control charts. 



CHAPTER3 
ROBUSTNESS OF THE NORMAL THEORY MULTIVARIATE CONTROL CHARTS 

In this chapter we investigate the performance of various normal theory 

multivariate control chart procedures under departures from the multivariate normality 

assumption. Included in this investigation are the average run length studies of the x 2 

chart, the Hotelling' s T2 chart, the multivariate CUSUM procedures that were proposed 

by Crosier (I 988) and Pignatiello and Runger (1990), and the multivariate EWMA chart 

that was proposed by Lowry et al. (1992). 

The various multivariate distributions that were used in the simulation study are 

discussed in Section 3 .1 and the simulation strategy is outlined in Section 3 .2. The 

average run length performance of the x 2 charts under departures from multivariate 

normality are discussed in Section 3.3. We discuss the performance of the x2 chart for 

individual observations and for subgroups of observations. The average run length 

performance of the Hotelling' s T2 chart under deviations from multivariate normality is 

discussed in Section 3.4. Also, we discuss the performance of the Hotelling's T2 chart 

for individual observations and for subgroups of observations. The performances of the 

multivariate CUSUM and the multivariate EWMA charts under deviations from 

multivariate normality are discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The simulation 

programs to compute the average run lengths are given in the appendix. 

35 
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3.1 Distributions Used in the Simulation Study 

The simulation study was conducted by sampling random variates from 

distributions with elliptical directions. We define X 1 , • •• , X n to be observations from 

distributions with elliptical directions if they can be constructed in the following way: Let 

U 1 , • •• , Un be i.i.d. uniformly distributed over the p - dimensional unit hypersphere. Let 

R1 , • • • , Rn be any positive scalar random variables. Let D be any nonsingular p x p 

matrix and form: X 1 = R1DV i,·· · , X n = RnDU n. Note that when R1 , •• • , Rn are i.i.d. the 

X ; ' s are a sample from some elliptically symmetric population. In fact, this generation 

process characterizes all elliptically symmetric populations when the R; ' s are i.i.d. The 

class of elliptically symmetric distributions includes the multivariate normal distribution, 

the Pearson type VII heavy tailed distributions and the Pearson type II light tailed 

distributions. The following bivariate distributions (with the exception of the bivariate 

mixed normal distribution) fall under the general class of elliptically symmetric 

distributions: 

1. The bivariate normal distribution denoted by N 2 (µ , I:) where µ is the 2 x 1 

mean vector and L is the 2 x 2 covariance matrix which is assumed to be known. 

Without loss of generality it was assumed that µ = 0 and L = I where o is the 2 x 1 

zero vector and I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 

2. The bivariate Cauchy distribution: This was obtained by first generating a bivariate 

normal ( N 2 (0, I)) random variate and an independent Chi-square random variable ( 17) 

with one degree of freedom ( v = 1 ). The bivariate Cauchy random vector is then given by 

N" (0,1) / ~ . 
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3. The bivariate t distribution with two degrees of freedom: This was generated by 

using the same method that is described in (2) but with v = 2. 

4. The bivariate t distribution with five degrees of freedom: This was generated by 

using the same method that is described in (2) with v = 5 . 

5. The bivariate t distribution with eight degrees of freedom: This was generated by 

using the same method that is described in (2) with v = 8 . 

6. The bivariate t distribution with eighteen degrees of freedom: This was generated 

by using the same method that is described in (2) with v = 18 . 

7. The bivariate mixed normal distribution: This was obtained by first generating a 

uniform random variable ( U) between O and I. A random vector was generated from the 

bivariate normal N 2 (µ1 , I) distribution if the observed value of U was less than or equal 

to 0.50. A random vector was generated from the bivariate normal N 2 (µ2 , I) distribution 

if the observed value of U was greater than 0.50. Note that µt = (- 1,-1) and 

µ{ = (1,1) . 

For more information on these distributions or on techniques of multivariate simulation, 

refer to Johnson (1986) . 

3 .2 The Simulation Strategy 

The simulation study was conducted by using various FOR TRAN 77 and IMSL 

subroutines on the UNIX platform. The type I error (a) was set at 0 .005. For a given, 

known variance-covariance matrix this yields an in-control average run length of 200. 

This implies that on the average we would expect a false alarm every 200th observation. 

The average run length values in the simulation study are based on 100,000 out-of-control 
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signals. To illustrate the simulation strategy that was used, consider the simulation study 

ofHotelling's T 2 chart for individual observations with a base period sample of m 

observations. Assume that the observations are generated from the N 2 (µ, L) distribution 

where both µ and L are unknown. 

1. Generate m (X 1, ••• ,Xm)observationsfromthe N 2 (µ,L) distribution. 

2. Estimate both µ and L as follows: the mean vector µ is estimated by 

m 

X = L X; Im and the covariance matrix L is estimated by 
i = I 

m 

s = (1/ m - l)L(X; - X)(X; - xf . 
1=! 

3. Generate a future observation ( X 1 , where f = 1,2, ... ) from the N 2 (µ, L) 

distribution. 

4. Compute Tf =(X1 -xfs-1(X1 -X) . 

5. If Tf ? h (where h is an appropriate cut-off point), record f (the point where the 

out-of-control signal was observed) and go to step 1, else go to step 3. 

These steps are repeated 100,000 times and the average run length is taken as the average 

of the 100,000 f values that were recorded whenever T) ? h . 

3.3 The Performance of the x2 Chart 

Consider testing H 0 :µ = 0 versus H a: µ "CF O. Here O is used without loss of 

generality, since H 0 : µ = µ 0 can be tested by subtracting µ 0 from each observation vector 

and testing whether these differences are located at O . Since the x 2 test is invariant 
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under all nonsingular linear transformations of the data, without loss of generality, we 

assume that I: = I . The x 2 chart for individual observations is based on the test statistic 

x 2 = X r X and we claim that there is evidence to indicate that the process is out-of

control whenever the ,t 2 value for an observation X exceeds x2\ 005 = 10.60 (since we 

are dealing with bivariate vectors). 

Figure 3. l gives the average run length performance of the x 2 chart for various 

shifts in the process mean under each of the sampled distributions that are given in section 

3. l . The shifts are given in terms of the non-centrality parameter which is defined as 

,1 = (µr µ) 112 where µ is the mean of the process in the out-of-control state. Note that A 

is the Mahalanobis distance between the mean of the process in the in-control state and the 

mean of the process in the out-of-control state. A value of A= 0 indicates that the 

process is in-control. 

Figure 3. 1 shows that the performance of the x 2 chart is poor under the heavier 

tailed bivariate distributions as indicated by the lower average run lengths. The ,t 2 chart 

maintains the pre-specified in-control average run length of 200 under multivariate 

normality. The in-control average run lengths are lower under the heavier tailed 

distributions. This is indicative of a higher than 0.005 false alarm rate. As the degrees of 

freedom ( v) of the multivariate t distribution increases, the average run lengths start to 

converge to the average run lengths of the chart under multivariate normality. This is true 

since as v ~ oo the multivariate t distribution converges to the multivariate normal 

distribution. The type I error rate is also high under the mixed normal distribution. On 
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Figure 3.1 Plot of ARL versus 1 of the x 2 chart for individual observations. 

the other hand, the type I error rates were found to be lower than the pre-specified type I 

error rates under the various Pearson type 2 distributions that were used in the study. We 

can, therefore, conclude that the z2 chart for individual observations performs poorly 

when the distribution of the data is other than multivariate normal. 

Next, consider the performance of the z 2 chart with subgroups of 11 

observations. This chart is based on the test statistic x 2 = nXT X where X is the p x l 

sample mean vector. We claim that there is evidence to indicate that the process is out-of

control whenever the x 2 value for a sample in the control period exceeds x f.o 005 = 10.60. 

Figure 3 .2 shows the average run length performance of this chart under the various 

bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The simulation results are 

based on subgroups of size 5 ( n = 5 ) and the non-centrality parameter is given by 

A = (nµT µ) 112. 
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Figure 3.2 Plot of the ARL versus J of the x 2 chart with subgroups of size 5. 

Figure 3. 2 shows that the performance of the x 2 chart with subgroups of size 5 is 

poor under the heavier tailed bivariate distributions. However, it maintains its pre

specified in-control average run length under multivariate normality. The type I error 

rates are high under both the heavier tailed and the multivariate mixed normal 

distributions. As expected, an increase in the degrees of freedom ( v) of the multivariate t 

distributions causes the performance of the chart under the multivariate t distributions to 

converge to the performance of the chart under multivariate normality. The type I error 

rates of the chart under the various Pearson type 2 distributions were found to be lower 

than the pre-specified type I error rate. We can, therefore, conclude that the performance 

of the x 2 chart with subgroups of size 5 is poor under deviations from multivariate 

normality. 
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3.4 The Performance ofHotelling's t2 Chart 

We will first discuss the performance ofHotelling' s T 2 chart for individual 

observations. This chart is based on the test statistic 

where X and S are unbiased estimators of the process mean µ and the covariance matrix 

L , respectively, and X I is an observation from the control period. The estimators X 

and S are computed from a base period of m observations when the process is assumed 

to be in-control. Woodall and Sullivan (1996) have noted that the in-control average run 

lengths are smaller than the pre-specified in-control average run lengths when S is used to 

estimate the variance-covariance matrix L . They proposed alternative estimators which 

were shown to be more robust than S . These robust estimators were used in place of S 

to form the T2 statistic. We have assumed that the process is in-control in the base 

period and we, therefore, use S in our simulation studies. The performance of the T2 

chart with S replaced by an appropriate robust estimator of I will be studied as a follow 

up to this dissertation. 

Showing that the process is out-of-control whenever T2 for an observation X 1 

exceeds an appropriate cut-off value (say) h1 is the next order of business. We shall study 

the performance of the T2 chart for individual observations under three different cut-off 

values. The first cut-off value is based on the asymptotic distribution of T2 which is Chi

square with p degrees of freedom. The cut-off value in this case is x; 0 005 = 10.60 . The 
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second cut-off value is based on the exact distribution of T2 which is related to the well 

known F distribution by the following relationship: 

T2 
a, p,m-p 

p(m-1) 
=---F (m- p) a ,p,m- p 

where T},p,m- P is the upper ath percentile of the T2 distribution with p numerator and 

m- p denominator degrees of freedom, and Fa,p,m-p is the upper ath percentile of the 

F distribution with p numerator and m - p denominator degrees of freedom. The 

simulation study was conducted with base periods of 20, 50, and 100 observations. The 

cut-off values of the T 2 chart for individual observations with these base periods are 

15.99, 12.34, and 11.41, respectively. Tracy, Young, and Mason (1992) discussed 

different cut-off values for the start-up and the control stages of the T 2 chart. For 

simplicity, we have assumed that the process is in-control at the start-up stage and thus 

does not require monitoring. The cut-off value in the control stage as suggested by Tracy, 

Young, and Mason (1992) is based on the assumption that the process mean, µ , is 

known. They suggest the following cut-off value: 

p(m + l)(m- 1) 
m(m- p) Fa.p,m-p, 

where Fa,p,m-p is the upper ath percentile of the F distribution with p numerator and 

m - p denominator degrees of freedom, respectively. In practice, the process mean is 

unknown and is estimated from a base period of m observations. Our cut-off value is 

based on practical considerations and not convenience. The third cut-off value was 

obtained by simulation to achieve an in-control average run length of 200. Note that the 

average run lengths follow the geometric distribution. However, one of the underlying 
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assumptions of the geometric distribution is that the observations are independent. This 

assumption does not hold for the Hotelling' s T 2 chart since successive values of the T 1 

statistic are not independent because they depend on the base period estimates X and S . 

The simulated cut-off values for base period sample sizes of 20, 50, and 100 are 10.90, 

10.83, and 10.77, respectively. Figures 3.3 through 3.9 shows the average run length 

performance of the T 2 chart (with the cut-off value based on the asymptotic x2 

distribution) for individual observations with base periods of sizes 20, 50, and 100 taken 

from various bivariate distributions. 

These plots indicate that the performance of the T 2 chart ( with the asymptotic 

cut-off value) for individual observations is poor under departures from multivariate 

normality. The in-control average run lengths are underestimated even when the 

underlying distribution of the process is multivariate normal. The type I error rates are 

high for the heavy tailed distributions. In comparison, the type I error rate is smaller than 

the pre-specified type I error rate when the underlying distribution of the process is 

assumed to be multivariate mixed normal. Increasing the base period sample size does not 

compensate adequately for this adverse behavior. The type I error rates were lower than 

the pre-specified type I error rates under the various Pearson type II lighter tailed 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. As a result, the in-control average 

run lengths of the T2 chart are higher than the pre-specified in-control average run length. 

The average run lengths of the charts in the out-of-control states are consequently 

affected. 
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Figure 3. 3 Plot of ARL versus A of the T 2 chart for individual observations under 
bivariate normality. 
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Figure 3. 4 Plot of ARL versus A of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate Cauchy distribution. 
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Figure 3. 5 Plot of ARL versus 1 of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 6 Plot of ARL versus 1 of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 7 Plot of ARL versus A of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 8 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 8 Plot of ARL versus A of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 18 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 9 Plot of ARL versus A of the T] chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate contaminated normal distribution. 

Figures 3.10 through 3.16 show the performance of the T 2 chart (with cut-off 

values based on the exact distribution of T2 
) for individual observations under the various 

bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation and for different base period 

sample sizes. These plots indicate that the performance of the T 2 chart for individual 

observations (with cut-off value based on the exact distribution of T 2
) is poor under both 

multivariate normality and deviations from multivariate normality. Under multivariate 

normality, the type I error rates are lower than the pre-specified type I error rate. Also 

note that under multivariate normality, the in-control average run lengths converge down 

to 200 as the base period sample size increases. The type I error rates is higher than the 

pre-specified type I error rate under the heavier tailed distributions. On the other hand the 

type I error rate is very small under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. We have not 

included the performance of the T2 chart for m=20 under the mixed normal distribution 
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Figure 3. 10 Plot of ARL versus l of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 3. 11 Plot of ARL versus l of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate Cauchy distribution. 
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Figure 3. 12 Plot of ARL versus ;t, of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 13 Plot of ARL versus ;t, of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 14 Plot of ARL versus A. of the T 1 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 8 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 15 Plot of ARL versus A. of the T1 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 18 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3. 16 Plot of ARL versus A of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

since the average run lengths were very high (the in-control average run length is well 

over 15000). The type I error rates are small under the various Pearson type 2 light tailed 

distributions that were used in the dissertation study. We can, therefore, conclude that the 

performance of the T 2 chart (with cut-off values based on the exact distribution of T1
) is 

poor under both multivariate normality and deviations from multivariate normality. 

Figures 3.17 through 3.23 show the performance ofthe T2 chart (with cut-off 

values obtained by simulation) for individual observations under the various bivariate 

distributions and for the different base period sample sizes. The plots indicate that these 

charts do not perform well under departures from multivariate normality. Although, the 

pre-specified in-control average run length is achieved under the bivariate normal 

distribution, the type I error rates are high under the heavier tailed distributions. The type 
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I error rate is smaller than the pre-specified type I error rate under the bivariate mixed 

normal distribution. Under bivariate normality, the performance of the T 2 charts with 

simulated cut-off values is an improvement over the performance of the T 2 charts with 

both asymptotic and exact distribution cut-off values. The type I error rates are smaller 

than the pre-specified type I error rates under the various Pearson type 2 distributions that 

were used in the dissertation. We can, therefore, conclude that the performance of the T 2 

chart (with cut-off values based on simulation) is poor under departures from multivariate 

normality. 

Our simulation study shows that the T2 chart does not perform well under 

deviations from multivariate normality. The in-control average run lengths are lower than 

the pre-specified in-control average run lengths under the heavier tailed distributions and 

are higher than the pre-specified in-control average run lengths under the lighter tailed 

distributions. 
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Figure 3. 17 Plot of ARL versus ,1, of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 3 .18 Plot of ARL versus ,1 of the T 2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate Cauchy distribution. 
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Figure 3 .19 Plot of ARL versus ,1 of the T 2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.20 Plot of ARL versus ,.l of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.21 Plot of ARL versus ,.l of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 8 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.22 Plot of ARL versus A. of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate t distribution with 18 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.23 Plot of ARL versus A. of the T2 chart for individual observations under the 
bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Next, consider the performance of the T 2 chart with subgroups of size n . This 

chart is based on the test statistic 
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T2 = n(X- Xf s-1 (X - X) 

where n is the subgroup size, X is the p x 1 subgroup mean vector, X is the p x I 

estimate of the process mean µ , and S is the p x p unbiased estimator of the process 

covariance matrix L . The estimates X and S are computed from a base period of m 

samples, each of size (say) n' when the process is assumed to be in-control. This 

simulation study is based on a base period of 25 samples, each of size 5 and subgroup 

samples, each of size 5 also (that is, m = 25, n' = 5, n = 5 ). We claim that there is 

evidence to indicate that the process is out-of-control whenever T2 for a sample in the 

control period exceeds the asymptotic x 2 cut-off value 10. 60. Figure 3. 24 shows the 

average run length performance of this chart under the various bivariate distributions that 

were used in this dissertation study. The non-centrality parameter is given by 

A = (nµ r µ)112. 
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Figure 3.24 Plot of ARL versus A of the T2 chart for subgroups of size 5 and a base 
period of size 25 under the various bivariate distributions. 
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Figure 3. 24 shows that the performance of the T2 chart with subgroups of size 5 

is poor under both multivariate normality and deviations from multivariate normality. The 

in-control average run lengths of this chart are lower than the pre-specified nominal value 

under all the bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation study. It is 

interesting to note that most texts suggest using a base period of 25 observations and 

subgroup samples of size 5 in both the base period and the control period while suggesting 

the use of the asymptotic x2 cut-off value. The above figure clearly shows that the 

performance of the T2 chart is poor with these values even under the assumption that the 

underlying distribution of the process is multivariate normal. The type I error rates are 

high for the heavier tailed distributions whereas the type I error rate is closer to the 

nominal type I error rate under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. Our simulation 

results indicated that the type I error rates under the various Pearson type II distributions 

were also very small ( << 0.005 ). 

3.5 Performance of the Multivariate CUSUM Charts 

We will now discuss the performance of the multivariate CUSUM charts that were 

proposed by Crosier ( 1988) and Pignatiello and Runger ( 1990). Crosier' s multivariate 

CUSUM is given in Equation (2.4). For k 2 = 0.50 and a pre-specified in-control average 

run length of 200, h2 = 5.50 . These values are provided in Crosier ( 1988). The 

multivariate CUSUM proposed by Pignatiello and Runger is given in Equation (2.5). For 

k .). = 0.50 and for a pre-specified in-control average run length of 200, h4 = 4.75. These 

values are provided in Pignatiello and Runger ( 1990). Figures 3. 25 through 3. 3 1 show the 
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average run length performance of the two multivariate CUSUM charts under the various 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. 
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Figure 3.25 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 3.26 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate cauchy distribution. 
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Figure 3.27 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.28 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate t distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.29 Plot of ARL versus le showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate t distribution with 8 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.30 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate t distribution with 18 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.31 Plot of ARL versus A showing the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 
procedures under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 3.25 through 3.31 show that the performance of the multivariate CUSlJM 

charts are poor under departures from multivariate normality. The false alarm rates are 

very high under both the heavier tailed distributions and the bivariate mixed normal 

distribution. The multivariate CUSUM charts are more sensitive to smaller shifts in the 

process mean than the T~ chart. The type I error rates of both multivariate CUSUM 

charts under the various Pearson type 2 light tailed distributions that were used in this 

dissertation study are smaller than the pre-specified type I error rate. The above figures 

also indicate that the performances of the two multivariate CU SUM charts are very 

similar. 

3. 6 Performance of the Multivariate EWMA Chart (MEWMA) 

We will now study the performance of the multivariate EWMA chart under 

deviations from multivariate normality. The procedure we use was suggested by Lowry et 
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al. (1992) and is given in Equation (2.6). For OJ = 0.10, and a pre-specified in-control 

average run length of 200, H = 8.66 . These values are given in Lowry et al. (1992) . 

Figure 3.32 shows the average run length performance of the l'vfEWMA chart under the 

various bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation study. 

Figure 3.32 shows that the performance of the l'vfEWMA chart is poor under 

deviations from normality. The type I error rates are high under both the heavier tailed 

distributions and the bivariate mixed normal distribution. However, the performance of 

the l'vfEWMA under multivariate normality is similar to the performances of the T" and 

CUSUM charts that were discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5 (Figures 3.3 and 3.25). The 

type I error rates of the l'vfEWMA chart under the various Pearson type 2 light tailed 

distributions that were used in this study are smaller than the pre-specified type I error 

rate. 
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Figure 3.32 Plot of the ARL versus A for the l\1EWMA chart for individual observations 
under different distributions. 



CHAPTER4 
ROBUSTNESS OF LIV'S (1995) NON-PARAMETRIC MULTIVARIATE CONTROL 

CHARTS. 

In this chapter, we introduce three non-parametric multivariate control charts that 

were proposed by Liu (I 995) and also present simulation results of the average run length 

performances of these charts. Liu introduced the "r " chart, the " Q" chart, and the "S " 

chart. These charts are analogous to the univariate X, X, and the CUSUM charts, 

respectively. The main idea behind the proposed control charts is the reduction of each 

multivariate observation to a univariate index - namely a ranking, that is based on the 

concept of data depth. These ranks are then used to construct the control charts. The 

concept of data depth and some statistics that are derived from it is discussed in Section 

4. 1. The ·· r" chart is introduced in Section 4.2. We discuss the .. Q" and the " S " charts 

in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 

4.1 The Notion of Data Depths 

In this Section we introduce the notion of data depths and also discuss some of the 

statistics that are derived from it. These statistics are then used to construct the data 

depth control charts. First, assume that the quality of each product can be classified by p 

quality characteristics. Let G be the prescribed distribution of the process when it is 

operating in-control and let Y, , ... , Y m be m p x I random observation vectors from G . 

The sample Y,, ... ,Y,,, isreferredtoasthebaseperiodsample. Next,let X, , X :, .. · be 

64 
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new p x l observation vectors taken from the process during the control phase and 

assume that the X. 's follow a distribution F . The X . 's are used to determine if the 
I I 

process is operating in-control or whether the process has gone out of control. An out-of

control state would imply that a difference exists between the distributions G and F . 

The concept of data depth is used to determine if the two distributions are different. 

For any point y ERP, the simplicial depth of y with respect to the distribution G 

is given by 

where s[Y1 , ••• , Yp+i] is a simplex whose vertices Y1 , ••• , Y p+ i are p + I random 

observations from G. The quantity Da (y) is a measure of how "deep" or how "central" 

the point y is with respect to the distribution G . Most often G is unknown and only a 

sample Y1, ••• , Y m is available. In this case the sample simplicial depth of the point y with 

respect to the data cloud Y1 , ••• , Y m is given by 

Do.(Y) =C:J, /(y E s[Y1 , •• • , Y, ]) 
I p+I 

1:Si1 < ... < ip+ I $;m 

where the function /(·) is an indicator function that is set equal to 1 if y is in s[·] and is 

set equal to O otherwise (see figure 4.1 for an example in the bivariate case). The quantity 

D a,. measures how deep y is within the data cloud Y1 , ••• , Y m . Note that Gm is the 

empirical distribution of Y1 , ••• , Y m . Liu ( l 990) proved that D a O is affine invariant. 

This implies that it is invariant to nonsingular transformations of the data. This property is 

desirable since it leads to the construction of multivariate control charts which are 

invariant to the direction of the shift. The performance of the proposed charts can 
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therefore, be compared with the performance of other competing affine invariant, 

multivariate control charts. The author also proved the uniform convergence of DG O to 
m 

DG O. This convergence property allows the estimation of DG O from D0 m when G is 

unknown. Throughout this chapter, we will assume that the distribution G is unknown 

and will, therefore, have to be estimated by Gm . 
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Figure 4 .1 Illustrating the values of the indicator function in the bivariate case. 

To illustrate the notion of data depth, consider a sample Y1 , ••• , Y n in R 2 
. Denote 

by ~(Y;, Y i , Yk) a triangle with vertices Y;, Y i , and Yk. For a sample of size n we can 

form C(n,3) ("n choose 3") such triangles. Therefore, for any point y E R 2 we can now 

associate the number of such triangles that contain y inside. This number should be close 

to C(n,3) if y lies close to the center of the data cloud Y1 , ••• , Y n and should be close to 

zero if it is on the outskirts and exactly zero if it is outside the boundary of the data cloud. 

This concept of data depth extends very easily to p dimensions. 
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A center-outward ranking of the sample points is induced if the data depth of each 

point in the base period sample is computed and ranked in ascending order. If we use Yul 

to denote the sample point associated with the jth smallest depth value, then Y 111, . . . , Y rmJ 

are the order statistics of the Y;' s with Y rmJ being the most "central" or the "deepest" 

point. A small value of the depth indicates that the associated point is outlying with 

respect to the distribution G . 

Next, we discuss some statistics that are derived from data depths. First, let 

Y - G indicate that the random variable Y follows the distribution G . Let 

r0 (y) = P(D0 (Y)::; D0 (y)/Y - G), 

and 

where I is the indicator function and is equal to one if Y i has a data depth which is less 

than or equal to the data depth of y . The probability r 0 (y) is a measure of how outlying 

the point y is with respect to G. A small value of r0 (y) indicates that y is an outlier 

and is, therefore, not "central" with respect to the underlying distribution G . On the 

other hand the quantity r0 m (y), which is an empirical version of r0 (y), measures how 

outlying the point y is with respect to the data cloud Y1 , • •• , Y m . A small value of r 0 m (y) 

indicates that only a small fraction of the Yi ' s are more outlying than the point y which 

suggests that y is at the outskirts or on the boundary of the data cloud Y1 , ••• , Y"' . 

Next, define 

Q(G,F) = P(DG (Y)::; DG (X) I y - G, X - F). 
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It can be shown that Q( G, F) = E F (r O (X)) where E stands for expected value and 

r 
O 

(X) measures the fraction of the G population that is more outlying than X . The 

quantity Q( G, F) is the average of such fractions over all the X's from the F 

population. A value of Q( G, F) < 0.50 implies that on the average more than 50% of the 

G population is more "central" than any observation X from F . If G is known but F 

is unknown, then Q( G, F) can be estimated by 

} n 

Q(G,FJ = - L''a (X, ) 
n ,=1 

where Fn denotes the empirical distribution of X 1 , ••• , Xn. On the other hand if both G 

and F are unknown then an estimate of Q( G , F) is given by 

Throughout this chapter, we will assume that the distributions G and F are unknown 

and will, therefore. have to be estimated by G"' and Fn, respectively. 

4.2 The " r " Chart 

The " r " chart which is analogous to the univariate Shewhart chart for individual 

observations is based on the statistic r0 m O which was discussed in Section 4.2. It is 

constructed by first taking a base period sample of size m (labeled Y1 , ••• , Y "' ) . Next, for 

each future observation X; in the control period, the statistic r0 m (X;) is computed. The 

"r" chart is a plot of r0 m (X;) against time i . The center line of the control chart (CL) 

is set at 0.50 and the lower control limit (LCL) is set at the type I error rate (a). These 
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control limits are based on the asymptotic distribution of rem O. Liu and Singh (1993) 

proved that the asymptotic distribution of rem O is U[O,l] (a uniform distribution between 

0 and 1). The asymptotic distribution of rem (X ,) suggests that the LCL =a . We claim 

that the process is out-of-control whenever re (X;) for a point X; plots below a . 
m 

To illustrate the construction of the " r" chart consider the example given in Liu 

(1995). Liu considers a base period of 500 observations and records the number of 

observations or fraction of the sample with depth equal to zero. It is observed that 2.2% 

of the sample observations had a depth of zero so that the type I error rate ( a ) is then set 

at 2.5%. Note that in this approach the type I error rate is set after observing the base 

period sample size. In reality, the type I error rate is pre-specified and is usually set at 

0.005 . We require a base period sample size larger than 500 to achieve this pre-specified 

type I error rate. In reality, the base period sample size is usually less than 100. The type 

I error rate for base period sample sizes less than 100 is higher than 0.05 . This was 

verified by simulation. 

4.3 The "O" Chart 

The "Q" chart which is similar to the univariate Shewhart chart with subgroups of 

observations is based on the statistic Q(Gm ,FJ which was discussed in Section 4.2. It is 

constructed by first taking a base period of m observations (labeled Y1, ••• , Y m ) . 

Subgroups of size n (labeled X1> ... ,XJ are taken in the control period. For each X; m 

the k1h sample ( k = 1,2, ... ) the statistic rem (X;) is then computed. The statistic 

Q( Gm , Fn) for the k th sample is given by 
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The " Q" chart is a plot of Qk (Gm, Fn ) versus time k ( k = 1,2, ... ) . The asymptotic 

distribution of Q( Gm , Fn) is used for deriving the control limits of the " Q" chart. Liu and 

Singh (1993) show by simulation results that the large sample distribution of Q(Gm, FJ is 

1 1 I I 
N(-,-(-+-)). 

2 12 m n 

Liu and Singh claim that this approximation holds well even when the size of the samples 

in the control period is as small as 5. However, our simulation results show that the 

performance of the " Q" chart is poor with control limits based on this approximation. 

The center line and lower control limit of the " Q" chart with the above approximation are 

given by CL = 0.50 and 

1 
LCL = 0.50- Za 12[(1/ m) + (1 / n)] . 

The process is declared out of control whenever Qk (Gm, Fn) for the k ih sample falls 

below LCL. 

To illustrate the construction of the "Q" chart, let us consider an example given in 

Liu (1995). Liu considered a base period sample of 500 observations and observed that 

2.2% of these observations had a depth of zero. The type I error rate ( a ) was then set at 

0.025 . The control period sample size is set at 5. The control limits of the " Q" chart are, 

therefore, 

CL= 0.50 

LCL = 0.246 
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and the process is declared out-of-control whenever Qk (G,,, ,FJ for the k th sample falls 

below 0.246. 

4.4 The "S'' Chart 

The "S" chart which is analogous to the univariate CUSUM chart for the process 

mean, is based on the statistic Sn ( G,,,) which is defined as 

n I 
SJG,,,) = L[r0 m (X; )- 2]. 

i= I 

Note that Sn ( G,,,) can be rewritten as 

Sn (Gm) = n[Q(G,,, ,Fn) - 1 / 2] 

and we can construct the " S " chart by letting CL = 0 and 

LCL = - Z a ~ n 2 
[ (1 / m) + ( 1/ n)] /12 . 

These control limits were derived by using the asymptotic distribution of Q( G"' , Fn) 

which was given in Section 4.3 . The" S" chart is a plot of Sn(G,,,) versus time 

n = l,2,... . We claim that the process is out of control whenever Sn ( G,,, ) at time n falls 

below LCL . 

Note that the above formulation of the " S " chart does not include a reset feature 

that is typical of the normal theory CU SUM charts. Although, the " S " chart is reset at 

zero whenever the statistic Sn ( G,,,) falls below LCL , it is not reset to zero when Sn ( G,,, ) 

exceeds zero. This characteristic of the " S" chart slows its ability to detect out-of

control states. To illustrate the construction of the " S " chart, let us consider an example 

from Liu ( 1995). Liu considered a base period of 500 observations and observed that 
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2. 2% of the observations had a depth of zero. The type I error rate ( a ) was then set at 

0.025. The control limits of the " S" chart in this case is given by: 

CL =0 

LCL = -I.96~n 2 [(l / 500) + (1 / n)] I 12. 

The process is declared out-of-control whenever SJGm) falls below LCL. 

4.5 Discussion of Simulation Results 

We will now discuss the average run length performance of the three data depth 

multivariate control charts. Our results are based on simulation studies that were 

conducted using various FOR TRAN 77 and IMSL subroutines. The type I error rate ( a ) 

was set at 0.005 . One of the first problems that we encountered was determining an 

appropriate base period sample size in order to achieve the pre-specified type I error rate. 

Liu (1995) simulated 500 random observations from the N 2 (0, I) distribution and 

observed that 2.2% of the base period sample or 11 points had zero data depth. The type 

I error rate was then set at 0.025 . How large a base period sample size would we need to 

achieve a type I error rate of0.005? Heuter (1994) was used to heuristically determine an 

appropriate base period sample size. Heuter' s result states that the expected number of 

vertices or extreme points on the convex hull of a multivariate normal sample of size n is 

given by 

2~2:rln(n) 

where :r = 3.142 and In(-) is the natural log function. 

This result was used as a guideline and base periods of sizes 2000, 2500, and 3000 

were simulated from the N 2 (0, I) distribution. It was found that the average number of 
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extreme points for a base period of 2500 observations was 12. 24 thus giving a simulated 

type I error rate of 0.0048 which is very close to the nominal value of 0.005. The base 

period sample size was, therefore, set at 2500 observations for all three data depth control 

charts. The simulation results are based on only 1000 out-of-control signals since the 

algorithm to compute the data depths is very computer intensive. The data depths were 

computed by using the FOR TRAN algorithm developed by Rousseeuw and Ruts ( 1992). 

Figure 4.2 shows the average run length performance of the " r " chart under the 

bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation. Note that the "r" chart was 

modified by using a LCL = 0 instead of the recommended LCL = a due to the negligible 

difference between the pre-specified type I error rate of 0.005 and zero. Therefore, the 

process was declared out-of-control for any observation that was on the boundary of the 

data cloud that is determined by the base period sample. The performance of the modified 

"r " chart was found (by simulation) to be identical to the performance of the chart with 

LCL = a . This is because the only way to achieve a value of the depth less than a is to 

observe a depth equal to zero. We were also able to considerably reduce the computation 

time by using LCL = 0 . The plot shows that the in-control ARL is overestimated when 

the random deviates were sampled from the bivariate normal distribution. It is also clear 

that the performance of the " r " chart is poor under the heavier tailed distributions. The 

type I error rate is very small for the multivariate t distribution with 2 and 5 degrees of 

freedom. As the degrees of freedom increases the type I error rate starts to converge to 

the type I error rate under the multivariate normal distribution. The type I error rate is 

overestimated for the bivariate mixed normal distribution. The performance of the " r" 

chart under the multivariate t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom is unchanged under 
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the various values of the non-centrality parameter. The performances of the " r " chart 

under multivariate normality and the mixed normal distribution are similar. 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of ARL versus A performance of the " r " chart under the various 
bivariate distributions. 

Figures 4.3 through 4.8 compare the performance ofHotelling' s T 2 chart with the 

performance of the " r " chart under the various distributions that were used in this 

dissertation. Under bivariate normality, the in-control average run lengths of the T2 chart 

are shorter than with the " r " chart for values of A between O and 2. The performance of 

the T 2 chart is better than the performance of the " r " chart under bivariate normality 

owing to the smaller base period sample sizes of the T 2 chart relative to the " r " chart. 

The in-control average run lengths of the T2 chart under the various bivariate t 

distributions are shorter than the pre-specified in-control average run length. On the other 

hand the in-control average run lengths of the " r " chart are higher than the pre-specified 

in-control average run length. The in-control average run length of the T 2 chart under 
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the bivariate mixed normal distribution is higher than the pre-specified in-control average 

run length whereas the in-control average run length of the " r " chart is lower than the 

pre-specified in-control average run length. 

Figures 4.9 through 4.10 show the average run length performance of the "Q" 

chart for subgroups of sizes 5 and 10 under the various bivariate distributions that were 

used in this dissertation study. The non-centrality parameter is given by ,1, = (nµ rµ) 112 
• 

Figure 4.9 shows that the average run length performance of the "Q" chart with 

subgroups of size 5 is poor under both multivariate normality and departures from it. 

Figure 4.9 indicates that the in-control average run lengths of the "Q" chart are 

underestimated under all the bivariate distributions. This implies that the chart will give a 

high rate of false alarms even though the process is in-control. 
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Figure 4.3 Plot comparing performance of the T2 chart with the" r" chart under 
bivariate normality. 
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Figure 4.4 Plot comparing the performance of the T2 chart with the " r " chart under the 
bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 4.5 Plot comparing the performance of the T 2 chart with the " r " chart under the 
bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 4 . 6 Plot comparing the performance of the T 2 chart with the " r " chart under the 
bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f 
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Figure 4 . 7 Plot comparing the performance of the T2 chart with the " r " chart under the 
bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 4. 8 Plot comparing the performance of the T2 chart with the " r " chart under the 
bivariate mixed normal distribution. 
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Figure 4. 9 Plot of ARL versus ,1 performance of the Q chart under the various bivariate 

distributions. 
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Figure 4.10 Plot of ARL versus /4 performance of the Q chart under the various 
bivariate distributions. 

Figure 4.10 indicates that the performance of the "Q" chart can be improved upon 

by increasing the subgroup size. However, it is clear that increasing the subgroup size 

does not improve the performance dramatically. The type I error rates are still smaller 

than the pre-specified type I error rate. 

Figures 4.11 through 4.16 compares the performance of the Hotelling' s T 2 chart 

with the performance of the " Q" chart with subgroups of size 5 under the various 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. Under bivariate normality, the in-

control average run length of the T 2 chart is closer to the pre-specified in-control average 

run length than the in-control average run length of the " Q" chart. The average run 

lengths of the T2 chart under the out-of-control states are shorter than the average run 

lengths of the " Q" chart under the out-of-control states. This is a direct consequence of 
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the relationship between the type I error rate ( a ) and the power of a hypothesis test. As 

the type I error rate increases so does the power of the hypothesis test. 

The in-control average run lengths of the T 2 chart are shorter than the in-control 

average run lengths of the'' Q" chart under the bivariate t distribution with 2 and 5 

degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the in-control average run lengths of the T 2 chart 

are higher than the in-control average run lengths of the " Q" under the bivariate t 

distribution with 8 and 18 degrees of freedom. The poor performance of the " Q " chart 

can be attributed to its cut-off value which is based on the asymptotic distribution of the 

" Q" statistic. We feel that the performance of the " Q" chart can be improved upon by 

simulating the cut-off value. However, since the FORTRAN programs to compute data 

depths are very computer intensive, this method may use up unnecessary computer time. 
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Figure 4.11 Plot comparing the performance of the T2 chart with the " Q" chart under 
the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 4.12 Plot comparing the performance of the T 2 chart with the " Q" chart under 
the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 4.13 Plot comparing the performance of the T 2 chart with the " Q" chart under 

the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 4. 14 Plot comparing the performance of the T2 chart with the " Q" chart under 

the bivariate t distribution with 8 d. f 
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Figure 4. 15 Plot comparing the performance of the r2 chart with the " Q" chart under 

the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f 
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Figure 4. 16 Plot comparing the performance of the T 2 chart with the "Q" chart under 

the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figure 4. 1 7 shows the performance of the "S " chart under various bivariate 

distributions. Note that the in-control average run lengths are overestimated under all the 

bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation. The in-control average run 

length is greatest for the mixed normal distribution. The long in-control average run 

lengths are due to the inability of the " S" CUSUM to reset to zero whenever the statistic 

SJGm) exceeds zero. 

Figures 4.18 through 4.23 compare the performance of the multivariate CUSUM 

charts that were proposed by Crosier (1988) and Pignatiello and Runger (1990) with the 

performance of the " S" chart under the various bivariate distributions that were used in 

this dissertation. Under bivariate normality, both the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 

charts attain the pre-specified in-control average run lengths and do very well in detecting 

out-of-control states. On the other hand, the "S " chart has an in-control average run 
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length that is greater than the pre-specified in-control average run length. The out-of

control average run lengths of the " S" chart are greater than the out-of-control average 

run lengths of both the normal theory multivariate CUSUM charts. The in-control 

average run lengths of the normal theory CU SUM charts are shorter than the pre-specified 

in-control average run lengths for the various non-normal distributions. On the other hand 

the in-control average run lengths of the "S" chart are greater than the pre-specified in

control average run length under the various non-normal distributions. This is a direct 

consequence of the relationship between the type I error rate ( a ) of a hypothesis test and 

the power of a test. Also note that the in-control average run lengths of the " S " chart are 

high since it does not have a reset feature that is typical of the normal theory CUSUM 

procedures. In particular, although the " S" statistic is reset to zero when the process is 

declared out-of-control, it is not reset to zero when it is equals a positive value. 
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Figure 4. 1 7 Plot of ARL versus A. for the "S " chart under the various bivariate 
distributions. 
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Figure 4 . 18 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CU SUM 
charts with the " S" chart under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 4.19 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 
charts with the " S" chart under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 4.20 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 
charts with the" S" chart under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 4.21 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 
charts with the " S " chart under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 4.22 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 
charts with the " S" chart under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 4 .23 Plot comparing the performance of the normal theory multivariate CUSUM 
charts with the " S " chart under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Our studies show that the performances of the non-parametric multivariate control 

charts that were proposed by Liu ( 1995) are not satisfactory under both normality and 
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deviations from it. Furthermore. a large base period sample is needed to maintain a type I 

error rate of 0.005 in the base period. However, this pre-specified type I error rate is not 

achieved in the control period. We introduce robust multivariate charts in Chapters 5 and 

6 and show by simulation studies that the performances of the proposed charts are an 

improvement over both the normal theory and Liu' s (1995) non-parametric multivariate 

control charts. 



CHAPTER 5 
ROBUST MULTIVARIATE CONTROL CHARTS UNDER A KNOWN 

COY ARIANCE MATRIX 

In this chapter, we propose robust alternatives to the normal theory T 2 chart and 

to the non-parametric multivariate control charts that were proposed by Liu ( 1995). We 

assume that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is known. 

In Chapter 6, we introduce affine invariant multivariate control charts under the 

assumption that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is 

unknown. The performances of the proposed multivariate control charts compare well 

with the performances of both the normal theory and the non-parametric multivariate 

control charts that were proposed by Liu ( 1995) under the assumption that the underlying 

distribution of the process is multivariate normal. On the other hand, the proposed 

multivariate control charts out perform the normal theory and the non-parametric 

multivariate control charts when departures from the multivariate normal assumption are 

encountered. Of the two proposed control charts, the first is based on the affine invariant 

one sample multivariate sign test developed by Randles (1989), while the second chart is 

based on the affine invariant one sample multivariate sign-rank test that was developed by 

Peters and Randles ( 1991). 

We summarize Randles ( 1989) and Peters and Randles (1991) in Section 5. 1 and 

introduce two robust multivariate Shewhart type charts in Section 5.2. The first chart 

which is based on Randles ( 1989) is called the Randles sign test chart (RST) and the 

89 
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second chart which is based on Peters and Randles ( 1991) is called the Peters-Randles 

sign-rank test chart (PR-SRT). Simulation results of the average run length studies of 

these charts are also given in Section 5.2. We introduce a robust multivariate EWMA 

chart in Section 5.4. This chart, which is a modification of the multivariate EWMA chart 

that was introduced by Lowry et al. (1992), is based on Randles (1989) and is called 

Randles multivariate EWMA chart (RMEWMA). Simulation results of the average run 

length studies of this chart are also given in Section 5. 3. 

5.1 Affine Invariant Multivariate One Sample Sign And Sign Rank Tests 

Let X 1 , ••• , X n denote a sample from a p - dimensional, absolutely continuous 

population with p vector location parameter 0 . We wish to test H 0 : 0 = 0 versus 

H
O

: 0 -:1; 0. Here O is used without loss of generality, since H 0 : 0 = 00 can be tested by 

subtracting 00 from each observation vector and testing whether these differences are 

located at O . This problem is usually solved by using Hotelling' s T 2 procedure which 

assumes that the underlying population is the N P ( 0, L) distribution with mean 0 and 

covariance matrix L . This procedure rejects the null hypothesis H0 whenever 

-r - (n- l)p 
T2 =X s-1x~---F (n- p) a,p ,n- p 

where X is the p x 1 sample mean vector, S is the unbiased p x p sample covariance 

matrix estimate of L and Fa.p.n-P is the upper ath quantile of the F distribution with p 

numerator and n - p denominator degrees of freedom, respectively. Randles ( 1989) 

introduced an affine invariant test statistic as an alternative to the Hotelling' s T 2 
. Randles 

test is based on a sign statistic that uses the direction of the observations from O rather 
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than the distances from O . The proposed multivariate test is based on interdirections 

which is discussed next. 

Consider a pair of observations X i and X k in a sample of size n . Let CJk 

denote the number of hyperplanes formed by the origin O and p - I other points 

( excluding X i and X k ) such that X i and X k are on opposite sides of the hyperplane 

formed. Therefore, given a sample of size n, Cfk is an integer between O and (n-2) 
p-1 

inclusive. A value of Cfk = 0 implies that the points X f and X k are adjacent. The 

counts Cik 's are called interdirections and Cik measures the angular distance between X i 

and Xk in relation to the origin and the other data points. Note that the interdirections 

involve only the direction of each data point X i from the origin and do not consider the 

distance Xi lies from the origin. 

Randles ( 1989) introduced a sign test based on interdirections. To describe this 

test, consider the test for general p that rejects H0 for large values of the statistic 

where 

P,, ~ (C,, +d")i(p~ 1) if) tc k 

= 0 if)= k 

and 
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The proportion p Jk is the observed fraction of times that X 1 and X k fall on opposite 

sides of the data-based hyperplanes. Randles ( 1989) showed that the sign test based on 

interdirections is invariant under non-singular linear transformations and that under H
0

, 

Vn has a small-sample distribution-free property over the class of distributions with 

elliptical directions. This class of distributions includes all elliptically symmetric 

distributions and some other distributions that are skewed. Randles ( 1989) also showed 

that under H
0

, Vn has an asymptotic Chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 

The form of the statistic Vn can be motivated by recalling Raleigh 's test, which 

tests the null hypothesis of a uniform distribution on the unit sphere versus an alternative 

distribution that is concentrated in an unknown direction. If U 1 , ••• , Un denote 

observations on the p - dimensional unit sphere, Raleigh's statistic is 

-r- P~~ vn· = np u u = - "-' "-' u ~ u k 

n J=I k=l 

where the term U ~U 1: is the cosine of the angle between U J and U k . The statistic Vn is 

formed by replacing the angle between U 1 and U 1: with an invariant estimator of that 

angle, namely :rp1k. Note that in this case X ; = U; for (i = l, . .. , 11 ) . 

With Randles ( 1989) sign test in the background, we now discuss the affine 

invariant multivariate one sample sign-rank test that was developed by Peters and Randles 

( 1991 ). Since we have considered elliptically symmetric populations, then it is logical to 

measure the distance of each observation from the origin in terms of elliptical contours. 

We can then use the ranks of these distances along with the observations' directions to 

form a test statistic. Specifically, we form estimated Mahalanobis distances via 
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b = X T f -l X 
I I I 

~ l n 

for i = 1, .. . ,n where I:= - L X,X; is a consistent estimator of the covariance of X 
n ,=1 

under H
0 

when X is elliptically symmetric. Let R; = rank(D,) among D1 , ••• Dn for 

i = 1, . .. ,n. We now weight the () ,kt term in the sum Vn by R1Rk, and consider the 

statistic 

3p n n . R R 
W,, =: LLcos(TrjJfk) - 1 _ k . 

n 1=1 k= I n n 

The test statistic W,, is affine invariant since both p ;k and D; (i = 1, ... , n) are affine 

invariant. Peters and Randles ( 1991) show that under H 0 , n W,, converges in distribution 

to a Chi-square random variable with p degrees of freedom. The statistic Wn can also be 

motivated from Raleigh's statistic w,,· (say) which is given by 

3 n n R R w· = _E_""uTu - 1 
_ k 

n l L,.L,. ; k 
n 1=1 k=I n n 

where the term U ~U k represents the cosine of the angle between U 1 and U k . The 

statistic W,, is formed by replacing the angle between U J and U k with an invariant 

estimator of that angle, namely 7r/J
1
k . Note that in this case X ; = U ; for ( i = 1, .. . ,n). 

The test statistics Vn and W,, form a basis for all the control charts that are proposed in 

this chapter. We introduce the multivariate Shewhart type charts first. 

5.2 Robust Multivariate Shewhart Type Charts 

Assume that X is elliptically symmetric with density function 
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f(x) = k i~::1-112 g{(x- 0f r -l (x- 0)} ' (5 .1) 

where x ER P, I is any nonsingular matrix, 0 is the location parameter, g is a one-

dimensional real valued function that is independent of p , and k P > 0 . For simplicity, 

assume that I is the covariance matrix of x and is known. 

Define random vectors U as follows 

(5.2) 

Theorem 5. 1. For any function g in Equation ( 5. 1 ), U is distributed uniformly on the 

surface of a p - dimensional unit hypersphere. 

Proof: For simplicity assume that 0 = 0 and I = I . Then, 

X 
U=---.Jxrx . 

We will make use of the polar representation of the unit vectors U1 , . . . , UP in order to 

prove this theorem. A point U on the p - dimensional unit hypersphere can be uniquely 

represented by p - I angles 01, .. . , 0P and the equations: 

ul = r sin 01 sin 02 ... sin 0p-2 sin 0p-l 

U2 = rsin01 sin02 ... sin0P_2 cos0P_1 

up-2 = rsin01 sin 02 cos03 

up-1 = rsin01 cos02 

u p = rcosOi . 
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' T . ( h where r- = X X , 0 < fl; < n, , = 1, ... , p - 2 ; 0 < 0P_ 1 < 2n, r > 0 see Jo nson 1986, p. 

125-126). We will first compute the Jacobian of the transformation from U1 , ... , UP to 

Differentiating the first of these gives 

2u1du1 = 2r 2 sin 2 8 1 ... sin 2 8 p-2 sin 8 p-I cos8 p-id.8 p-i 

+ terms involving dr ,d.8 1 , •• • ,d8 p-2 . 

Differentiating the second gives 

2u1du1 + 2u2du2 = 2r 2 sin 2 8 1 ... sin8 P_2 cos8 P_2d8 P_2 

+ terms involving dr ,d.8 1 , ... ,d.8 p-3 , 

and so on, down to the last which gives 

p 

L 2u;du; = 2rdr . 
i = I 

Next, take the exterior products of all the terms on the left and of all the terms on the right 

(see Muirhead, 1982, p. 50-78). The exterior product on the left side is 

p 

2Pu1 ... u P [I du; . 
i = l 

The exterior product on the right side is 

p-1 

2P ?p-l . ?p-J 0, . 'p-S 0 . 0 LJ 0 0 [Ide d r- sm- 1 sm- 2 •• • sm p- I cosu1 cos :, .. cos p- I ; I\ r , 
i =I 

which equals 
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smce 

- . p · p- , e · p-1 e · e e e u1 ••• u P - , sm I sm 2 ... sm p-i cos 1 . .. cos p-i. 

Equating the two sides and using Theorem 2.11 (Muirhead, 1982, p. 52), the Jacobian of 

the transformation from U1 , ••• , UP to r, 01 , ••• , 0P_1 is given by 

p - 1 . p- 2 {) • p- 3 0 . 0 r sm u1 sm 2 ... sm p - 2 . 

This implies that the joint density function of r, 01 , ••• , 0P_1 is proportional to 

from which it is apparent that r , 01, ••• , 0P_1 are all independent and 0k has density function 

proportional to sinm-i-k 0k. The joint density can be factored into the density of r and 

. p- 2 {) • p - 3 0 . 0 sm u1 sm 2 ••• sm p- 2 

which implies that U1 , ••• , UP is uniformly distributed on the boundary of a 

p - dimensional unit hypersphere. (Q.E.D.) 

Theorem 5.2. The random vector U has expected value O and covariance matrix p -11 

where I is the p - dimensional identity matrix. 

Proof: Let µ = E(U) and I = E (U - µ)(U - µf . Since U is distributed uniformly on 

the p - dimensional unit hypersphere, then for any p x p orthogonal matrix H , HU is 

also uniformly distributed on the p - dimensional unit hypersphere. Therefore, µ = Hµ 

and L = H L HT. Hence µ is the zero vector and I is proportional to the identity 
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matrix I P. Since trace( L )=trace E(UU r ) = E (trace(U r u) = 1, then L = (l / p )I P. 

(Q.E.D.) 

Next, define 

and note that from theorem 5.2 

and 

i = l 

E(Z) = 0 , 

n 
Var(Z) =-I 

p 

where I is the p - dimensional identity matrix. We now define the test statistic RST as 

follows 

RST= zr (Var(Z)f1Z. 

Note that RST can be re-written as 

where the term U~U k is the cosine of the angle between the unit vectors UJ and Uk. 

Theorem 5.3. Under the assumptions that the underlying distribution of the process is 

elliptically symmetric and the process is in-control, the test statistic RST has an 

asymptotic Chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 

Proof: First note that by the central limit theorem, 
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Therefore, 

The RST chart is constructed by taking samples of size n in the control period and 

computing the test statistic RST . The process is declared out-of-control whenever the 

statistic RST exceeds an appropriate cut-off value L. In reality the control period sample 

size is as small as 5. In this case, the cut-off value based on the asymptotic distribution of 

RST does not yield the pre-specified in-control average run length. Therefore, the cut-off 

value L is obtained by simulation. The simulation study was based on a pre-specified in

control average run length of 200 and control period samples of size 5 and 10. The values 

of the cut-offs for control period samples of size 5 and 10 are 8.43 and 9.67, respectively. 

As the sample size increases, the simulated cut-off values converges to the asymptotic 

X{ 0005 cut-off value of 10.60. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the average run length performance of the RST chart for 

various values of the non-centrality parameter A = (nµ r µ) 112 and under the bivariate 

distributions that are used in this dissertation. Figure 5. 1 indicates that the RST chart 

with n = 5 maintains the pre-specified in-control average run length under the elliptically 

symmetric distributions. The in-control average run length is shorter than 200 under the 

bivariate mixed normal distribution. The figure also shows that the performance of the 

RST chart with n = 5 does not vary much for the different elliptically symmetric 

distributions. This is in-contrast to the performance of the T 2 chart in which the in

control average run lengths were very different for the various distributions. The in-

control average run length of the T2 chart under the bivariate mixed normal distribution is 
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greater than the pre-specified in-control average run length. On the other hand the in

control average run length of the RST chart is shorter than the pre-specified in-control 

average run length. 
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Figure 5. 1 Plot of ARL versus A for the RST with n = 5 under various bivariate 
distributions. 

Figure 5. 2 shows that the RST chart with n = l O maintains the pre-specified in

control average run length under the elliptically symmetric distributions. The in-control 

average run length is shorter than the pre-specified in-control average run length under the 

bivariate mixed normal distribution although it is greater than the in-control average run 

length of the chart with n = 5 . The performance of the RST chart with n = 10 does not 

differ significantly for the various elliptically symmetric distributions. This is in contrast to 

the performance of both the T2 and the " Q" chart where the average run lengths were 

very different for the various distributions. Increasing the sample size makes the RST 
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chart more sensitive since the out-of-control average run lengths with n = 10 are shorter 

then the out-of-control average run lengths of the RST chart with n = 5 . 
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Figure 5 .2 Plot of ARL versus ,i for the RST with n = IO under various bivariate 
distributions. 

Next, we discuss the construction of the PR - SRT chart under the assumption 

that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is known. Again, 

we assume that X is elliptically symmetric with density given by the function f (x) in 

Equation ( 5. I). Define Mahalanobis distances via 

D = XT 1:-I X 
I I I 

for i = I, ... ,n . Next, let Ri = rank(D;) among D, , ... ,Dn for i = I, ... ,n . Note that Ui 

represents the direction of the observation Xi from the origin O whereas Di represents 

the Mahalanobis distance of the observation X i from the origin. We define the test 

statistic PR - RST as follows: 
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3 n n R R 
p R - RST = ~ LL u; u k _ J _ k . 

n i = I k = I n n 

Theorem 5.4. Under the assumptions that the underlying distribution of the process is 

elliptically symmetric and the process is in-control, the test statistic n( PR - RST) has an 

asymptotic Chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 

Proof: Note that 

3p n n R R 
n(PR-RST) =-LLV~Vk-1 

_ k . 

n i=I k=I n n 

To establish the limiting distributions we use an approximating statistic 

3 n n 

n(PR- RST)" = _p_ LL u~u kH(D; )H(Di ) 
n i = I k= I 

where Di= X ~ L-1 X i , H(t) = PH
0 
(Di::; t) (0 ::; t) (see Peters and Randles (1989)). 

Now let 

n 

z = LV;H(D;) 
i = I 

and note that 

E(U;) = O and that E (H(D;)) = E (U[O,l]) = 1/ 2 . 

Also note that 

Var(V ; ) = p -1 I and that £ (H2 (D; )) = £ (U 2 [0,1]) = I / 3 . 

Therefore, 

n 

E (Z) = I E (U;H(D;)) 
i = I 

n 

= I E (U;)E(H(D;)) 
i = I 
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since U, is independent of H(D,) under the assumption that the X, has a distribution 

that can be classified under the family of elliptically symmetric distributions. Also note 

that 

n 

var(Z) = LVar(V,H(D,)) 
r=I 

" 
"""" ~ T = L..,E(H-(D,)U,U,) 
r=I 

II 

= L£(H2{D,))£(U,U;) 
r=I 

n 
=-I 3p p· 

where I is the p-dimensional identity matrix. Next, write n(PR - SRT) as follows 

n(PR-SRT)° =Zr[Var(Z)tZ 

and note that this can be rewritten as 

Using the central limit theorem, we know that 

~p ~r-;;·Z ~NP (0, I) . 

Therefore, by the multivariate central limit theorem n(PR-SRT) has a Chi-square 

distribution with p degrees of freedom. (Q.E.D.) 

The PR - SRT chart is constructed by taking samples of size n and computing 

the test statistic n(PR-SRT). The process is declared out-of-control whenever the value 

of the statistic n(PR- SR7) exceeds an appropriate cut-off value l. In reality the 

control period sample size is as small as 5. In this case, the cut-off value based on the 
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asymptotic distribution of n(PR- SR'!) does not yield the pre-specified in-control 

average run lengths. Therefore, the cut-off value L is obtained by simulation to achieve a 

pre-specified in-control average run length. Our simulation studies are based on a pre

specified in-control average run length of200 and control period samples of size 5 and 10. 

The value of the cut-off is 9.38 for a sample of size 5 and 10.32 for a sample of size 10. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the average run length performance of the PR-SRT 

chart for different values of the non-centrality parameter ,1. = (nµ 7 µ) '': under the various 

bivariate distributions that are used in this dissertation. Figure 5.3 shows that the 

PR- SRT chart with n = 5 maintains the pre-specified in-control average run length of 

200 under all the elliptically symmetric distributions. The in-control average run length is 

shorter than 200 for the bivariate mixed normal distribution. The figure also shows that 

the out-of-control average run lengths are not too different for the different elliptically 

symmetric distributions. 

Figure 5. 4 shows that the PR - SRT chart with n = l O maintains the pre-specified 

in-control average run length of 200 under all the elliptically symmetric distributions. The 

in-control average run length is shorter for the bivariate mixed normal distribution again. 

However. the in-control average run length under the bivariate mixed normal distribution 

is slightly greater than for n = IO than the in-control average run length when 11 = 5 . The 

figure also shows that the out-of-control average run lengths are not too different for the 

different elliptically symmetric distributions. Increasing the sample size makes the 

PR- SRT chart more sensitive to shifts in the process mean. This is evident from the fact 

that the out-of-control average run lengths of the chart with 11 = 10 are shorter than the 

respective out-of-control average run lengths of the chart with n = 5. 
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Figures 5. 5 through 5. 10 compare the average run length performances of the 

RST, PR - SRT , T 2 
, and the " Q" chart that was proposed by Liu ( 199 5). We will 

restrict the comparisons to the case when the control period samples are of size 5. 
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Figure 5.3 Plot of ARL versus A for the PR-S'RT with n = 5 under various bivariate 
distributions. 
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Figure 5. 4 Plot of ARL versus A for the PR - SRT with n = l O under various bivariate 
distributions. 
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Figure 5.5 Plot comparing the T 2
, the "Q", the RST ,the PR-SRT, and the x 2 charts 

under bivariate normality. 
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Figure 5.6 Plot comparing the T2
, the "Q", the RST, the PR-SRT, and the x 2 charts 

under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 5. 7 Plot comparing the T2
, the "Q", the RST, the PR-SRT, and the ,/ charts 

under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f 
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Figure 5.8 Plot comparing the T 2
, the "Q", the RST, the PR-SRT, and the x 2 charts 

under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f 
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Figure 5.9 Plot comparing the T 2
, the "Q", the RST, the PR-SRT, and the x 2 charts 

under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 5.10 Plot comparing the T 2
, the "Q", the RST, the PR-SRT, and the x2 charts 

under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figure 5.5 shows that the RST and the PR - RST charts maintain their pre

specified in-control average run lengths under bivariate normality. On the other hand, 
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Figure 5. 5 shows that the RST and the PR - RST charts maintain their pre

specified in-control average run lengths under bivariate normality. On the other hand, T 2 

and the " Q" charts do not maintain the pre-specified in-control average run lengths. The 

short out-of-control average run lengths of both these charts are a direct consequence of 

their low in-control average run lengths. The T2 chart does better than the "Q" chart 

under bivariate normality since it is constructed by using a base period of only 25 sample 

of size 5 whereas the "Q" chart is constructed by using a base period of 2500 

observations. 

Figures 5.6 through 5.9 indicate that the RST and the PR - SRT charts maintain 

their pre-specified in-control average run lengths under the various t distributions that 

were used in this dissertation. The plots also indicate that these charts do fairly well in 

detecting out-of-control states. On the other hand, the T 2 and the "Q" charts have high 

type I error rates under all the t distributions that were used in this dissertation. The low 

out-of-control average run lengths of the T 2 and the II Q" charts are a direct consequence 

of their low in-control average run lengths. 

Figure 5. 10 indicates that the in-control average run lengths of the RST and the 

PR - SRT charts are smaller than the pre-specified in-control average run length under 

the bivariate mixed normal distribution. The in-control average run length of the " Q" 

chart is very similar to that of the RST and the PR - SRT charts. The out-of-control 

average run lengths of the " Q" chart are smaller than RST and the PR - SRT charts for 

non-centrality values greater than 1. 00. The in-control average run lengths of the T 2 
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chart are higher than the in-control and the out-of-control average run lengths of the 

RST, the PR - SRT, and the .. Q" charts. 

5.3 A Robust Multivariate Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Chart 

We introduce a robust multivariate EWMA chart in this Section. This chart is a 

modification of the multivariate EWMA chart that was proposed by Lowry et al. ( 1992) 

which was discussed in Chapter 2. Again, we assume that X is elliptically symmetric with 

density /(x) which was given in Equation (5 .1). The robust multivariate EWMA statistic 

Z, at time t , where t = 0, l, ... , is defined as 

(5 .3) 

where O < r < l is the weighing constant, U, (see Equation (5 .2)) is the unit vector at 

time t, and the starting value ( t = 0) of the robust multivariate EWMA statistic is 

Z0 = E(U) = 0 . The robust multivariate EWMA chart gives an out-of-control signal 

whenever 

where L is obtained by simulation to achieve a pre-specified in-control average run 

length. 

Theorem 5.5 The covariance matrix of the robust multivariate EWMA statistic at time t 

is given by Var(Z,) = (r I p(2 -r))[l - (l - r)21 ]I with asymptotic variance 

(r I p(2-r))l where I is the p-dimensional identity matrix. 

Proof: By repeated substitution in Equation (5.3), it can be shown that 

r 

Z, = Lr(l - ,)1-'U, . 
J= I 
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Thus 

t 

Var(Z
1

) = LVar(r(l-rf -1 U) 
j =I 

t 

= r 2 L (l -r )2<r-f) var(U i ) 
J=I 

= r2(l-r)2t i:o-rr21 1p 
p 1=1 

r(l - (1 - r )2 1
) 

=----I . 
p(2 -r) P 

The asymptotic variance is obvious since (l-(l-r) 21
)-

1-+_ <X>_l . (Q.E .D .) 

Using the exact variance of the robust multivariate EWMA leads to a natural fast 

initial response multivariate EWMA chart where initial out-of-control signals will be 

detected quickly. However, since we would expect the process to be in-control in the 

start up stage and then drift out of control we have used the asymptotic variance in our 

construction of the robust multivariate EWMA control chart. Lowry et al. ( 1992) show 

that the performance of the multivariate EWMA chart with r = 0.10 is comparable to the 

performance of the multivariate CU SUM charts that have been proposed by Crosier 

(1988), and Pignatiello and Runger (1990). We have, therefore, decided to user = 0.10 in 

our simulation studies. For a pre-specified in-control average run length of 200 and for 

r = 0.10 , the cut-off value is L = 8.05 . 

In our construction of the robust multivariate EWMA statistic in Equation (5.3) 

we have simply replaced the observation vector X I by the unit vector U 
1 

• It is 

informative also to look at an expansion of the quadratic form ~ 2 in this case. The 

quadratic form ~2 can be re-written as 
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l l 

~2 = pr(2 -r) I Io- ,y-1 o- , y-k u~u k 
j= I k= I 

where the term u;u k represents the cosine of the angle between the observations X 1 

and X k . On the other hand the quadratic form of the normal theory multivariate EWMA 

chart is given by 

( ( 

~2 = rc2-r)II(1-,y -, o-,r-k x~xk 
J=I k= I 

where the term X; X k represents the Mahalanobis distance between the observations X, 

and X k . Figure 5. 11 shows the average run length performance of the robust multivariate 

EWMA control chart for various values of the non-centrality parameter A = (µ r µ) 1 2 

with r = 0.10 and under the various bivariate distributions that were used in this 

dissertation study. 

Figure 5. 11 shows that the robust multivariate EWMA chart maintains the pre

specified in-control average run length under all the elliptically symmetric distributions that 

were used. The in-control average run length under the bivariate mixed normal 

distribution is approximately l 90. This is in contrast to the performance of the normal 

theory multivariate EWMA chart where the pre-specified in-control average run length 

was achieved only for the bivariate normal distribution. The performance of the robust 

multivariate EWMA chart under deviations from normality is clearly an improvement over 

the performance of the normal theory multivariate EWMA chart where the type I error 

rates were higher than the pre-specified type I error rate. 
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Figure 5. 11 Plot of ARL versus 2 for the RMEWMA with r = 0.10 under various 
bivariate distributions. 



CHAPTER6 
AFFINE INVARIANT ROBUST MULTIVARIATE CONTROL CHARTS UNDER AN 

UNKNOWN COVARIANCE MATRIX 

In this chapter, we extend the robust multivariate control charts that were 

introduced in Chapter 5 to the case when the covariance matrix of the underlying 

distribution of the process is unknown. The performance of the proposed multivariate 

control charts compare well with the performance of, both, the normal theory and the non

parametric control charts that were proposed by Liu ( 1995) under the assumption that the 

underlying distribution of the process is multivariate normal. On the other hand the 

performance of the proposed multivariate control charts are an improvement over the 

performance of, both, the normal theory and the non-parametric control charts that were 

introduced by Liu ( 1995) under deviations from the assumption of multivariate normality. 

The proposed control charts are based on modifications of the affine invariant one sample 

multivariate sign test that was developed by Randles (1989) and Hettmansperger et al. 

(1994), and on the affine invariant one sample multivariate sign-rank test that was 

developed by Peters and Randles (1991 ). 

The robust multivariate Shewhart type charts are introduced in Section 6. 1. These 

charts are called the Vn (Randles (1989)) chart, the H (Hettmansperger et al. (1994)) 

chart, and the Wn (Peters and Randles (1996)) chart, respectively. Simulation results of 

the average run length studies of these charts are also given in Section 6.1. A robust 

multivariate EWMA chart is introduced in Section 6.2. This chart is based on the work of 

113 
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Randles ( 1989) and is called the V,, - EWMA chart. Simulation results of the average run 

length studies of this chart are also given in Section 6.2. 

6. 1 Affine Invariant Multivariate Shewhart Type Charts 

Assume that X is elliptically symmetric and let X lb, ... , X mb denote the base 

A 1 m 

period sample. Let L = - L X ,b x : be a consistent estimator of the covariance of X 
m , ~ 1 

and consider a sample { X 1 , •• • , X n} in the control period. Consider testing the hypothesis 

H O: 0 = 0 versus H a : 0 1:- 0 . Note that we are assuming that the mean of the process in 

the in-control state is O and that we are interested in detecting departures from this target. 

First we discuss the construction of the Vn chart. Let the base period sample 

define a set of hyperplanes originating from the origin O . For instance, in the bivariate 

case a set of hyperplanes would be m lines originating from the origin O. Next consider 

taking samples of size n in the control period and consider pairs of observations X 1 and 

X 1,; from this sample. Let C
1

1,; denote the number of hyperplanes formed by the origin 0 

and p - I other points from the base period sample such that X 
1 

and X k are on opposite 

sides of the hyperplane formed . In the bivariate case, given a base period sample of size 

m, C11,; is an integer between O and m inclusive. The counts C1k are called 

interdirections and it measures the angular distance between X 1 and X 1,; in relation to the 

origin and the base period vectors. The Vn chart is constructed by first taking a base 

period sample of size m . Next, for each sample of size n in the control period compute 

the statistic Vn which is defined as follows: 
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p n n 

vn = - IIcos(JifJjk) 
n } = I k= I 

where p fk is as defined in Chapter 5. We claim that there is evidence to indicate that the 

process is out-of-control whenever Vn for a sample in the control period exceeds an 

appropriate cut-off value L which is obtained by simulation to achieve a pre-specified in

control average run length. Simulation studies were conducted for base periods of size 

25, 50, and 100 and control period samples of size 5 and I 0. 

Figures 6.1 through 6.6 display the performance of the Vn chart for different base 

period samples and a control period sample of size 5 under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The cut-off values for base periods 

of size 25, 50, and 100 are 8.15, 8.31, and 8.38, respectively. 
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Figure 6.1 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.2 Plot comparing the performance of the V,, chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6.3 Plot comparing the performance of the V,, chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6.4 Plot comparing the performance of the V,, chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.5 Plot comparing the performance of the V,, chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 6.6 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.1 through 6.6 indicate that the Vn chart maintains the pre-specified in-

control average run length under all the bivariate distributions that were used in this 

dissertation study. The Vn chart also does fairly well in detecting out-of-control states for 

the elliptically symmetric distributions. The performance of the chart is poor under the 

bivariate mixed normal distribution where an average of approximately 50 observations 

have to be sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the non-centrality 

parameter equals 3. 00. 

Figures 6. 7 through 6. 12 display the performance of the Vn chart for different base 

period samples and a control period sample of size l O under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The cut-off values for base periods 

of size 25, 50, and 100 are 8.54, 9.11, and 9.38, respectively. 
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Figure 6. 7 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.8 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d .f 
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Figure 6. 9 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6. IO Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.11 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 6.12 Plot comparing the performance of the Vn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.7 through 6.12 indicate that the Vn chart maintains the pre-specified in-

control average run length under the various bivariate distributions that were used in the 
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dissertation study. The Vn chart also does fairly well in detecting out-of-control states 

under the elliptically symmetric distributions. However, the performance of the r ·n chart 

is poor under the bivariate mixed normal distribution where an average of approximately 

40 observations are needed before an out-of-control signal is given when the non-

centrality parameter equals 3. 00. 

Figures 6.1 through 6.12 also indicate that increasing the control period sample 

size improves the performance of the Vn chart. The out-of-control average run lengths of 

the charts with n = 10 are lower than the out-of-control average run lengths of the chart 

with n = 5 . 

Next, we discuss the construction of the W,, chart. As before, let the base period 

sample define a set of hyperplanes originating from the origin O. Next consider taking 

samples of size n in the control period. For each observation, X i , in the control period 

compute the estimated Mahalanobis distances Di via Di = x; f -1 X i where f is a 

consistent estimator of the variance-covariance matrix of X and i = 1, ... , 11 . Let 

R; = rank(D;) , i = 1,2, ... ,n. We now weight the (j,k)1h term in the sum V,, by RJRk 

and consider the statistic 

3p n n R R 
W,, = 2 Z:Z:cos(,ifJJk)-

1 
_k. 

n pl k = I n n 

The W,, chart is constructed by first taking a base period sample of size m . Next, for each 

sample of size n in the control period, the statistic W,, is computed. We claim that there 

is evidence to indicate that the process is out-of-control whenever nW,, for a sample in the 

control period exceeds an appropriate cut-off value L which is obtained by simulation to 
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achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length. Simulation studies were conducted 

for base periods of size 25, 50, and l 00 and control period samples of size 5 and l 0. 

Figures 6.13 through 6.18 displays the performance of the W,, chart for different 

base period samples and control period samples of size 5 under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The cut-off values for base periods 

of size 25, 50, and l 00 are 9.14, 9.28, and 9.34, respectively. The plots indicate that the 

W,, chart maintains the pre-specified in-control average run length under the various 

bivariate distributions that were used in the dissertation study. The W,, chart also does 

fairly well in detecting out-of-control states under the elliptically symmetric distributions. 

However, the performance of the W,, chart is poor under the bivariate mixed normal 

distribution where an average of approximately 50 observations need to be sampled before 

an out-of-control signal is given when the non-centrality parameter equals 3. 00. 
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Figure 6. 13. Plot comparing the performance of the W,, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.14. Plot comparing the performance of the Wn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6. 15 Plot comparing the performance of the w;, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6.16 Plot comparing the performance of the W,, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f 
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Figure 6.17 Plot comparing the performance of the W,, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f 
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Figure 6. 18 Plot comparing the performance of the w;, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.19 through 6.24 display the performance of the W,, chart for different 

base period samples and control period samples of size 10 under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The appropriate cut-off values for 

base period samples sizes of 25, 50, and 100 are 9.58, 9. 98, and 10.17, respectively. 
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Figure 6.19 Plot comparing the performance of the W,, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.20 Plot comparing the performance of the Wn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6. 21. Plot comparing the performance of the W~ chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6.22 Plot comparing the performance of the Wn chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.23 Plot comparing the performance of the w:i chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. 
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Figure 6.24 Plot comparing the performance of the w;, chart for different base period 

sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.19 through 6.24 indicate that the w;, chart maintains the pre-specified in-

control average run length under the various bivariate distributions that were used in the 

dissertation study. The w;, chart also does fairly well in detecting out-of-control states 

under the elliptically symmetric distributions. However, the performance of the w;, chart 

is poor under the bivariate mixed normal distribution where an average of approximately 

40 observations need to be sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the non

centrality parameter equals 3. 00. The plots also show that the performance of the w;, 

chart improves with an increase in the base period sample size. 

Figures 6.13 through 6.24 also indicate that increasing the control period sample 

size improves the performance of the w;, chart. The out-of-control average run lengths of 

the charts with n = 10 are lower than the out-of-control average run lengths of the chart 

with n = 5. 
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We will now discuss the construction of the H chart. In order to do this we will 

first review the affine invariant multivariate one-sample test that was proposed by 

Hettmansperger et al. ( 1994). Assume that {X1 , ••• , XJ is a random sample from a 

p - variate symmetric distribution with a probability density function which was given in 

Equation ( 5. 1). Consider testing HO: 0 = 0 versus Ha : 0 ~ 0 . Let this sample define a set 

of hyperplanes formed by p - 1 observations along with the origin. Denote by N q the 

number of hyperplanes that can be formed where q = 1, ... , N q is an index set that 

identifies each hyperplane. Next, for each observation X i in the sample, compute the sign 

vector, Sn (Xi) , which is defined as follows : 

where sq (Xi)= sgn( e; X i) ( sgn(-) > 0 or sgn(-) < 0) indicates whether X i is above or 

below the hyperplane identified by the index q and eq is a normal vector to the 

hyperplane identified by the index q . The multivariate sign test statistic for testing the 

null hypothesis H0 is the sum of signs of the observations, 

Hettmansperger et al. (1994) show that under H0 , n-112T1 has mean O and covariance 

matrix 

An asymptotically distribution free affine invariant version of the test statistic is 
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with a limiting x ~ distribution. 

In order to construct the H chart, first, consider taking a base period sample, 

(X 1b, ... , Xmb), of size m . Let this base period sample define a set of hyperplanes formed 

by p - l observations along with the origin. Denote by N q the number of possible 

hyperplanes that can be formed where q =I, ... , Nq is an index set that identifies each 

hyperplane. Next, for each observation X ib ( i = 1, .. . , m ) in the base period sample, 

compute Sm (X ;b ) which is defined as follows: 

where sq(X;b ) = sgn(e; x ;b) (sgn(-) > 0 or sgn(-) < 0 ) indicates whether X ib is above or 

below the hyperplane identified by the index q and eq is a normal vector to the 

hyperplane identified by the index q . We then compute the covariance matrix 8 1 which 

is given by 

Next, consider control period samples of size n. For each observation X; in the control 

period sample, compute Sm (X;) which is defined as follows: 
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where sq(X;) = sgn(e; x;) (sgn(-) > 0 or sgn(-) < 0) indicates whether X; is above or 

below the hyperplane identified by the index q and eq is a normal vector to the 

hyperplane identified by the index q . Now, let 

n 

Tl= LSm(X;) 
i= l 

and form the test statistic 

We claim that there is evidence to indicate that the process is out of control whenever H 

for a control period sample exceeds an appropriate cut-off value L which is obtained by 

simulation to achieve a pre-specified in-control average run length. Simulation studies 

were conducted for base periods of size 25, 50, and I 00 and control period samples of 

size 5 and 10. 

Figures 6.25 through 6.30 display the performance of the H chart for different 

base period samples and control period samples of size 5 under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The cut-off values for base periods 

of size 25, 50, and 100 are 8.58, 8.71, and 8.94, respectively. 

Figure 6.25 indicates that the H chart maintains the pre-specified in-control 

average run lengths under the bivariate normal distribution and under the various base 

period sample sizes. The plot also indicates that the chart is fairly insensitive to shifts in 

the process mean. For instance, an average of 13 observations is needed before an out-of

control signal is given when the non-centrality value of 2.50 and when the base period 

sample size is 100. 
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Figure 6.25 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.26 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6.27 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6.28 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.29 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d. f. 
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Figure 6.30 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.26 and 6.27 indicate that the H chart does not maintain the pre

specified in-control average run length under the bivariate t distributions with 2 and 5 d.f. 

The in-control average run lengths converge to the pre-specified in-control average run 
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length with an increase in the base period sample size. The plots also indicate that the 

chart is insensitive to shifts in the process mean under the bivariate t distributions with 2 

and 5 d.f. For instance, under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f., an average of 16 

observations need to be sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the non

centrality parameter value equals 3. 00 and when the base period sample size is l 00. In the 

case of the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. , an average of 10 observations need to be 

sampled when the non-centrality parameter value equals 3. 00 and when the base period 

sample size equals 100. Figures 6.28 and 6.29 indicate that the H chart maintains the 

pre-specified in-control average run length under the bivariate t distributions with 8 and 

18 d.f. However, the plots also indicate that the chart is insensitive to shifts in the process 

mean. For instance, an average of about 9 observations need to be sampled before an out

of-control signal is given when the non-centrality value equals 3.00. 

Figure 6.30 indicates that the H chart maintains the pre-specified in-control 

average run length under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. However, the 

performance of the chart in the out-of-control state is poor. For instance, an average of 

52 observations needs to be sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the 

non-centrality value equals 3 .00. Figures 6.25 through 6.30 also indicate that increasing 

the base period sample size marginally improves the performance of the H chart. 

Figures 6.31 through 6.36 displays the performance of the H chart for different 

base period samples and control period samples of size 10 under the various bivariate 

distributions that were used in this dissertation study. The cut-off values for base periods 

of size 25, 50, and 100 are 9.84, 10.01, and 10.31, respectively. 
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Figure 6.31 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.32 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6.33 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f 
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Figure 6.34 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.35 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d. f. 
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Figure 6.36 Plot comparing the performance of the H chart for different base period 
sample sizes and under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.31 through 6.36 indicate that the H chart maintains the pre-specified in

control average run length under all the bivariate distribution that were used in this 

dissertation. Figure 6.31 indicates that the chart does fairly well in detecting out-of-
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control states under the bivariate normal distribution. An average of 4 observations is 

needed when the non-centrality value equals 3. 00 and when the base period sample size is 

100. This is one-half of the number of observations required when the control period 

sample size is 5. Figures 6 .32 through 6.35 indicate that the H chart does fairly well in 

detecting out-of-control states under the various heavier tailed distributions that were 

used. The out-of-control average run lengths of the chart under the bivariate t 

distribution with 2 d.f. are higher than the out-of-control average run lengths under the 

other t distributions. Figure 6.36 indicates that the performance of the chart is poor 

under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. An average of 32 observations need to be 

sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the non-centrality value equals 3 . 00 

and when the base period sample size equals 100. Figures 6.31 through 6.36 also indicate 

that the performance of the H chart can be marginally improved by increasing the base 

period sample size. Figures 6 .25 through 6.36 indicate that the performance of the H 

chart improves as the control period sample size increases. The out-of-control average 

run lengths are smaller for control period samples of size 10 than for control period 

samples of size 5. 

Figures 6.37 through 6.42 compares the performance of the T 2 chart with 

subgroups of observations, the " Q" chart, the RST chart, the PR - SRT chart, the Vn 

chart, the W,, chart, and the H chart under the various bivariate distributions that were 

used in this dissertation. We have restricted the comparisons to base periods of size 25 

( except for the " Q" chart) and control period samples of size 5. 
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Figure6.37 Plotcomparingtheperformanceofthe T 2
, "Q", RST, PR-SRT , i·n, W:,, 

and H charts under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.38 Plot comparing the performance of the T2, "Q", RST, PR-SRT, Vn, w;,, 
and H charts under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f 
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Figure6.39 Plotcomparingtheperformanceofthe T":., "Q", RST , PR- SRT, Vn, w;,, 
and H charts under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d.f. 
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Figure 6.40 Plot comparing the performance of the T2
, " Q", RST, PR - SRT , Vn , w;,, 

and H charts under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure6.41 Plotcomparingtheperformanceofthe T2, " Q", RST, PR-SRT, Vn, Wn, 

and H charts under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f 
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Figure6.42 Plotcomparingtheperformanceofthe T2, " Q ", RST , PR-SRT, Vn, W,, , 
and H charts under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.37 through 6.42 indicate that the RST , PR- SRT , T~, , Wn, and H 

charts perform better than the T2 
, and the " Q" charts under the elliptically symmetric 
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distributions. The proposed charts maintain the pre-specified in-control average run 

length whereas the T 2 and "Q" charts have shorter in-control average run length and 

,therefore, a higher type I error rate. The plots also indicate that the Vn and Wn charts 

perform better than the H chart. The improved performance is only marginal under the 

bivariate normal distribution but is fairly significant under the various t distributions. The 

T 2 chart performs better than the other charts under the bivariate mixed normal 

distribution. The in-control average run length is fairly close to the pre-specified in

control average run length and the chart does well in detecting out-of-control states. On 

the other hand, even though the Vn , W,, , and H charts maintain the pre-specified in-

control average run length, they are insensitive to shifts in the process mean for the mixed 

normal distribution. The "Q ", Vn , and W,, charts have a low in-control average run 

length and , therefore, have a high type I error rate in that setting. 

6.2 An Affine-Invariant Multivariate EWMA Chart 

We will now introduce an affine-invariant multivariate EWMA chart under the 

assumption that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is 

unknown. Again, assume that X is elliptically symmetric with density given by Equation 

(5.1). Recall from Chapter 5 that the robust multivariate EWMA statistic at time t (under 

the assumption that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of the process is 

known) is given by 
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where O < r < 1 is the weighing constant, U 
1 

is the unit vector (see Equation (5.2)) at 

time t and the starting value of the robust multivariate EWMA statistic at time O is given 

by Z O = 0 . The process is declared out-of-control whenever 

T.2 = z T " - I z 
t t L....z , 1 

exceeds an appropriate cut-off value L which is obtained by simulation to achieve a pre

specified in-control average run length. Note that 

I I 

T/ = pr(2-r)LL(l-r)1-1(1-r /-ku~ u k 
/= I k=l 

where U~U k is the cosine of the angle between the observations X 
1 

and X k. 

Under the assumption that the covariance matrix of the underlying distribution of 

the process is unknown, we can modify Randles ( 1989) to construct an affine-invariant 

multivariate EWMA chart. First, consider taking a base period sample ( X lb, ••• , X mb) and 

let this sample define a set of hyperplanes where each hyperplane is formed by p - 1 

observations along with the origin. Next, consider taking observations X 
1 

( t = 1,2, ... ) in 

the control period. At each time period, t ( t = l,2, .. . ), compute 

I I 

T/* = pr(2-r)LL(l-r)1-1 (1-r )1-k cos(JrjJ1k ) 
/=I k=I 

where p Jk is the proportion of hyperplanes that separate the observations X 1 and X k 

(see Chapter 5). Note that cos(JrjJ
1
k) is an affine-invariant estimator of U ~U k . The 

process is declared out-of-control whenever the statistic ~ 2
• at time t exceeds an 

appropriate cut-off value L which is obtained by simulation to achieve a pre-specified in

control average run length. The simulation study was conducted by using a base period of 
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size 25 . The cut-off value of the affine-invariant multivariate EWMA chart for this base 

period and for r = 0.10 is 8.53 . Figure 6.43 shows the performance of the proposed 

EWMA chart under the various bivariate distributions that were used in this dissertation. 
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Figure 6.43 Plot showing the performance of the Vn - EWMA chart under the various 

bivariate distributions. 

Figure 6.43 indicates that the Vn - EWMA chart maintains the pre-specified in-

control average run length under all the bivariate distributions that were used in this 

dissertation. It also does fairly well in detecting the out-of-control states under the 

various elliptically symmetric distributions. The performance of the chart is poor under 

the bivariate mixed normal distribution. For instance, an average of about 100 

observations need to be sampled before an out-of-control signal is given when the non

centrality value equals 0.50. 
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Figures 6.44 through 6.49 compares the performance of the normal theory 

multivariate EWMA, the REWMA, and the Vn - EWMA charts under the various 

bivariate distributions and when r = O. l O . 
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Figure 6.44 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA , and 
Vn - EWMA charts under the bivariate normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.45 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA , and 
Vn - EWMA charts under the bivariate t distribution with 2 d.f. 
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Figure 6.46 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA, and 
Vn - EWM'A charts under the bivariate t distribution with 5 d. f. 
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Figure 6.47 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA , and 
Vn - EWM'A charts under the bivariate t distribution with 8 d.f. 
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Figure 6.48 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA, and 
V - EWMA charts under the bivariate t distribution with 18 d.f. n 
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Figure 6.49 Plot comparing the performance of Lowry et al. (1992), REWMA, and 
Vn - EWMA charts under the bivariate mixed normal distribution. 

Figures 6.44 indicates that the multivariate EWMA chart that was proposed by 

Lowry et al. (1992) performs better than REWMA and the Vn - EWMA charts. 
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However, the performance of the REWMA and the Vn - EWMA charts are not too 

different from the performance of the normal theory multivariate EWMA chart. The 

REWMA and the Vn - EWMA charts are an improvement over the performance of the 

normal theory multivariate EWMA chart under the non-normal bivariate distributions that 

were used in the dissertation study. The proposed EWMA charts maintain their pre

specified in-control average run lengths and do fairly well in detecting out-of-control 

states. On the other hand, the normal theory EWMA chart has a very high false alarm rate 

under the non-normal bivariate distributions. Note that all three charts suffer from the 

problem of "inertia" in detecting larger shifts in the process mean. 



CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation we have proposed charts that are robust to departures from 

normality as alternatives to the normal theory multivariate control charts. Our simulation 

results indicate that the normal theory multivariate control charts perform poorly under 

departures from the assumption of multivariate normality. When departures from 

normality occur, the type I error rates are high under the heavier tailed distributions and 

are low under the lighter tailed distributions. In reality, the assumption of multivariate 

normality rarely holds and in these cases, the use of the normal theory multivariate control 

charts may lead to wrong conclusions about the nature of the out-of-control signals. One 

of the objectives of any multivariate control procedure is to maintain the pre-specified type 

I error rate. Unfortunately, this objective is not achieved even when normal theory 

multivariate control charts are used, when deviations from the multivariate normality 

assumption occur. 

The performance of nonparametric control charts, proposed by Liu ( 1995), were 

also studied. Our simulation results indicate that Liu's charts do not perform well under 

deviations from multivariate normality. With Liu ' s charts the type I error rates are inflated 

as is the case with most or all of the nonparametric multivariate control charts. 

Furthermore, to obtain a type I error rate that is acceptable, a large base period sample is 

required. However, in reality, large base periods are seldom used. Furthermore, the 
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nonparametric CU SUM chart that was proposed by Liu ( 199 5) does not have a reset 

feature and ,therefore, is very slow in detecting small shifts in the process mean. 

We have proposed alternative charts which are based on affine invariant 

multivariate one-sample versions of the sign and sign-rank tests that were developed by 

Randles (1989), Hettmansperger et al. (1994), and Peters and Randles (1991). Simulation 

results indicate that our proposed charts not only maintain their pre-specified type I error 

rates under the various heavier tailed elliptically symmetric distributions that were used, 

but also detect out-of-control states more quickly than the other charts do. Simulation 

results also indicate that our proposed charts perform as well as the normal theory charts 

and Liu's nonparametric multivariate control charts even under multivariate normality. 

Future areas of research involve the investigation of the performance of 

multivariate control charts under robust estimates of µ and I: . This would include the 

investigation ofHotelling's T2 chart with the unbiased estimators X and S replaced by 

robust estimators such as the minimum volume estimators of multivariate location and 

scatter that were proposed by Rousseeuw (1984). We would also like to investigate the 

properties of the w;, chart with the consistent estimator L replaced by the minimum 

volume estimator of multivariate scatter. When the multivariate control chart signals that 

the process is out of control, we believe it is important to investigate which of the p 

quality characteristics has lead to the out-of-control signal. The procedures currently used 

to do this are normal theory based and we expect that they do not perform well under 

departures from normality. Finally, we believe that bayesian multivariate control charts is 

an area for future research as well. 



APPENDIX 
FORTRAN PROGRAMS 

The programs in this appendix are designed to compute in-control average run 

lengths of the different multivariate control chart procedures when the random deviates 

are sampled from the bivariate normal distribution. In order to compute average run 

lengths in the out-of-control states, simply reset the variable VALUE to an appropriate 

value of the non-centrality parameter. The programs can also be modified to compute the 

average run lengths of the multivariate control chart procedures when the random 

deviates are sampled from the non-normal distributions that were discussed in this 

dissertation. The calling programs for the subroutines to generate random deviates from 

other bivariate distributions can be found in the User 's Manual for IMSL FORTRAN 

Subroutines/or Statistical Analysis (1989). 

1. ARL of the x2 Chart for Individual Observations 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

integer irank,iseed,nout 
integer i,count l ,count2,nr,k 
parameter (nr=l,k=2) 
real ssum 1,ssum2,y(nr,k),cov(k,k),rsig(k,k),chi 
real avg, var,std,se,ymean(k),c(nr) 

C 
C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,rnm vn,mset, umach, b linf 
call umach(k,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

cov(l,1)=1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
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C 

cov(2, l)=O.O 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
open (unit=5,status='new',file='h0') 
value=0.00 
call chfac(2,cov ,2,0.0000 l ,irank,rsig,2) 
irank=12345679 
call mset( irank) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
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C The first loop which will generate 100,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

C 

do 10 i=l ,100000 
countl =0 
count2= 1 

C If count 1 does not equal 1 a random deviate is generated. 
C 
11 if ( count 1 .ne. 1) then 

call mmvn(nr,k,rsig,k,y,nr) 
C 

C Compute the x ~ statistic. 

C 
chi=nr* blinf(k,k,cov ,k,y ,y) 
if ( chi .ge. 10.60) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
count 1 =count 1 + 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 11 

endif 
10 continue 
C 
C Compute the average run length and the simulation error. 
C 

avg=ssum 1/100000.0 
var=(ssum2-(ssuml **2)/100000.0)/99999.0 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt(l 00000.0) 
write (5 ,6) avg,std,se 

6 format(! x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3) 
close(5) 
stop 
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end 

To modify program 1 to compute average run lengths of the z 2 for subgroups of 

observations, reset the variable NR and add the following subroutine: 

C 
C Subroutine to compute the mean vector of samples in the control period. 
C 

subroutine came an( n, vect,mean) 
integer n,i.j 
real vect(n,2),mean(2) 
do 10 i=l ,2 

mean( i )=0. 0 
do 20 j=l ,n 

mean( i )=mean( i )+vect(i ,i) 
20 continue 

mean( i )=mean( i )/n 
10 continue 

return 
end 

To invoke this subroutine add the following call statement in program 1 after the 

statement Call mmvn(): 

Call camean(nr,y,ymean). 

2. ARL of the r2 Chart for Individual Observations 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,nout,index 
integer i,count 1,count2,nr 1,nr2,k 
parameter (nrl =20,nr2=1 ,k=2) 
real ssum 1,ssum2,y 1 (nr 1,k),y2(nr2,k),cov(k,k),rsig(k,k),chi 
real avg, var,std,se,ymean(k),covar(2,2),cut 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 
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external chfac,rnmvn,mset,umach,blinf,linrg 
call umach(k,nout) 

C 
C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l,1)=1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
value=0.00 
iseed= 1234569 
cut=I0.60 
open ( unit=5,status='new' ,file='hO') 
call chfac(2,cov ,2,0.00001,irank,rsig,2) 
call mset(iseed) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 

C The first loop will generate 1000,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 i=l,100000 
C 
C Generate the base period sample and compute an estimate for the process mean and the 
C process covariance matrix. 
C 

call mmvn(nr l ,k,rsig,k,y 1,nr 1) 
C 
C Refer to program 1 for the program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

call camean(nr 1,y 1,ymean) 
call cacov( nr 1,y 1,ymean,covar) 
countl=O 
count2=1 

11 if (countl .ne. 1) then 
C 
C If count I does not equal 1 generate an observation in the control period. 
C 

C 

call mmvn(nr2,k,rsig,k,y2,nr2) 
y2( 1, 1 )=y2( 1, 1 )-ymean( 1) 
y2( 1,2 )=y2( 1,2 )-ymean(2) 

C Compute the r2 statistic. 
C 

chi=blinf(k,k,covar,k,y2,y2) 
if(chi .ge. cut) then 



ssum 1 =ssum I +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
countl =count I+ 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 11 

endif 
10 continue 
C 
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C Compute the average run length and the simulation error. 
C 

avg=ssuml / 100000.00 
var=(ssum2-(ssuml **2)/100000.0)/99999.0 
std=sqrt( var) 
se=std/sqrt( 100000.0) 
write (5,6) avg.std,se 

6 format(lx,f8.3.lx,f8.3.lx,f8.3) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 

C 
C Subroutine to compute the sample covariance matrix. 
C 

subroutine cacov(n,y l ,mean,covar) 
integer i,j,n 
real y 1 (n,2),mean(2),covar(2,2) 
suml=O.O 
sum2=0.0 
sum3=0.0 
do 10 i=l ,n 

y 1 (i, 1 )=y 1 (i, I )-mean( 1) 
y 1 (i,2)=y 1 (i,2)-mean(2) 
sum 1 =sum I +yl (i, 1 )*yl(i, 1) 
sum2=sum2+y 1 (i, 1 )*yl (i,2) 
sum3=sum3+y 1 (i,2)*y I (i,2) 

10 continue 
covar(l, l)=suml/(n-1) 
covar(l ,2)=sum2/(n-l) 
covar(2, 1 )=covar( 1,2) 
covar(2,2)=sum3/(n- l) 
call linrg(2,covar,2,covar,2) 

return 
end 
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The base period sample size in program 2 is set at 20. In order to simulate 

different base period samples. simply reset the variable NRI . 

3. ARL of the r2 Chart for Subgroups of Observations 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,nout,index 
integer i.count l ,count2.nr l ,nr2,k 
parameter (nrl =20,nr2=5,k=2) 
real cov(k,k),mesum(k),omean(k),coor2(k) 
real tvect(nr2,k),tvect2(nr2,k),rsig(k,k) 
real coor(2),matrix(k,k),ssum l ,ssum2,sampsum(k,k) 
real avg2,std2,matmean(k,k),a(k) 

C Declaring the IMSL subroutines. 
C 

C 

external chfac, mm vn,rnset, umach, b linf,linrg 
open( unit=56,status='new' ,file='r20') 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l , l )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)= 1.0 
iseed= l2345679 
call rnset(iseed) 
call chfac(k,cov ,k,0.0000 l ,irank,rsig,k) 
value=0.00 
ssuml =O.O 
ssum2=0.0 

C The first loop will generate l 00,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 countl = I , 100000 
mes um( I )=O .0 
mesum(2)=0.0 
do 5 i= l ,2 

do 6 j = l,2 
sampsum(i,j)=O.O 
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6 continue 
5 continue 
C 
C Generate 20 base period samples of size 5 and compute the overall sample mean and 
C sample covariance matrix. 
C 

do 11 index2= l ,nr 1 
call rnmvn(nr2,k,rsig,k,tvect,nr2) 

C 
C Refer to program 1 for a program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

C 

call camean(coor,tvect) 
mesum( 1 )=mes um( 1 )+coor( 1) 
mesum(2 )=mesum(2 )+coor(2) 

C Refer to program 2 for a program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

call cacov(matrix,coor,tvect) 
do 7 i=l,2 

do 8 j=l,2 
sampsum(i,j)=sampsum(i,j)+matrix(i,j) 

8 continue 
7 continue 
11 continue 

do 1 i=l,2 
do2j=l,2 

matmean(i,j)=sampsum(i,j)/real(nr l) 
2 continue 
1 continue 

omean( 1 )=mesum( 1 )/real( nr 1) 
omean(2)=mesum(2)/real(nr 1) 

C 
C Compute the inverse of the overall sample covariance matrix. 
C 

C 

call linrg(2,matmean,2,matmean,2) 
i=O 
count2=1 

C Generate control period samples of size 5. 
C 
13 if (i .ne. 1) then 

call rnmvn(nr2,k,rsig,k,tvect2,nr2) 
call camean(coor2,tvect2) 
a( 1 )=coor2( 1 )-omean( 1 )+sqrt( value) 
a(2)=coor2(2)-omean(2)+sqrt(value) 



C 
C Compute the r2 statistic. 
C 

t=nr2 *blinf(k,k,matmean,k,a,a) 
if (t .ge. 10.60) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * count2 
i=i+ 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 13 

endif 
10 continue 
C 
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C Compute the average run length and the simulation error. 
C 

call std( 100000,ssum 1,ssum2,avg2,std2) 
write(56,61) avg2,std2,std2/sqrt(l 00000.00) 

61 format(l x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4) 
close(56) 
stop 
end 

C 
C Subroutine to compute the average run length and the simulation error. 
C 

subroutine std(num,sum 1,surn2,avg,std2) 
integer num 
real sum 1, sum2, var, std2, avg 
avg=suml/num 
var=(sum2-(suml **2)/(num))/(num-1) 
std2=sqrt(var) 

return 
end 

The average run length computations in program 3 is based on base periods of 20 

samples of size 5 each and control period samples of size 5. These numbers may be 

modified by resetting the variables NRJ and NR2. 
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4. ARL of Crosier's (1988) Multivariate CUSUM 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be defined now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,nout,index 
integer count l .count2,dev ,i,index2 
real y( 1,2),cov(2,2),avg,std2 
real ssum 1,ssum2, value,rsig(2,2),s _n(2) 
real C_N,S_N(2),k,h,temp_l ,temp_2,temp 

C Declaration of the IMSL subroutines. 
C 

external rnmvn.rnset,chfac,umach 
open( unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='rO') 

C 
C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l,1)=1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
iseed= 12345679 
call rnset(iseed) 
call chfac(2,cov ,2, 0. 0000 l ,irank,rsig,2) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
k=0.5 
h=5.50 

C The first loop will generate 100000 out-of-control signals 
C 

do 10 countl =l , 100000 
i=O 
count2=1 
s_n(l)=O.O 
s_n(2)=0.0 

12 if (i .ne. 1) then 
call rnmvn( 1,2,rsig,2,y, 1) 

C 
C Crosier' s multivariate CUSUM algorithm. 
C 

temp_ I =s _ n( 1 )+y( 1, 1 )+sqrt(value) 
temp _2=s _ n(2)+y(l ,2)+sqrt(value) 



C _ N=(temp _ 1 * *2)+(temp _ 2 * *2) 
C _ N=sqrt(C _N) 
if (C _N .le. k) then 

s_n(l)=O.O 
s_n(2)=0.0 

else 
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s _n( 1 )=(s _ n( 1 )+y( 1, 1 ))*( 1-k/C _N) 
s_n(2)=(s_n(2)+y(l ,2))*(1-k/C _N) 

endif 
t=(s_n(l)**2) + (s_n(2)**2) 
t=sqrt(t) 
if (t .ge. h) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * count2 
i=i+ 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 12 

endif 
10 continue 
C 
C The average run lengths and the simulation error will be computed here. 
C 

call std( 100000,ssum 1,ssum2,avg2,std2) 
write( 5,6) avg2,std2,std2/sqrt( 100000.00) 

6 format(lx,f9.4, lx,f9.4,lx,f9.4) 
stop 
end 

5. ARL of Pignatiello and Runger' s (1990) Multivariate CUSUM 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,nout,index 
integer k,nout,n,nr,countl ,count2 
parameter(k=2,nr= 1) 
real y(nr,k),ssum l ,ssum2,C(k),Ct 
real cov(k,k), value,cut,MC l ,rsig(k,k) 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 



C 

external chfac,rnmvn,mset,umach.blinf 
call umach(k,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l ,1)=1.0 
cov( 1,2)=0.0 
cov(2,l)=O.O 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
value=O.O 
iseed= 12345679 
cut=4.75 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
open(unit=5,status= 'new' ,file='hO') 
call chfac(k,cov,k,0.00001,irank.rsig,k) 
MCI=O.O 
n=l 
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C The first loop will generate I 00000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 1 0 index= 1, 100000 
countl=O 
count2=1 
C(l)=O.O 
C(2)=0.0 

11 if ( count 1 .ne. 1) then 
C 
C Pignatiello and Runger's (1990) multivariate CUSUM procedure. 
C 

if(MCI .gt. 0.0) then 
n=n+l 

else 
n=l 
C(l)=O.O 
C(2)=0.0 

endif 
call rnmvn(nr,k,rsig,k,y,nr) 
C( 1 )=C( 1 )+y( 1, 1 ) 
C(2)=C(2)+y(l ,2) 
Ct=sqrt(blinf(k,k,cov ,k, C, C)) 
MC 1 =max(Ct-0.SO*n,O.O) 
if (MC 1 .ge. cut) then 

ssurn 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 



count 1 =count 1 + 1 
endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 11 
endif 

10 continue 
C 
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C Compute the average run length and the simulation error. 
C 

avg=ssum 1/ 100000.0 
var=( ssum2-( ssum 1 * * 2 )/ 100000. 0 )/99999. 0 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt( 100000.0) 
write(5,6) avg,std,se 

6 format( 1 x,f8.3, 1 x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 

6. ARL of the Normal Theory Multivariate EWMA Chart (r=0.30) 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,nout 
integer indexO,index 1,k,rep 
parameter (k=2) 
integer nr2,ldr2 
parameter(nr2= 1,ldr2= 1) 
real Zprev(k),Znew(k),covar(2,2) 
real cut,ssum 1,ssum2 ,avg, var ,std,se 
real cov(k,k),rsig(k,k),y(nr2,k),chi 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,mrnvn,mset,umach,blinf 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 



C 

cov(2,l)=O.O 
cov(2,2)= 1.0 
open (unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='hO') 
call chfac(k,cov.2,0.0000 l ,irank,rsig,2) 
iseed= 12345679 
call mset(iseed) 
cut=I0.08 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
covar( I , I )=5 .67 
covar(l ,2)=0.0 
covar(2, I )=0.0 
covar(2,2)=5 .67 
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C The first loop will generate 100,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

C 

do I rep= I , I 00000 
count! =O 
count2=1 
Zprev( I )=0.0 
Zprev(2)=0.0 
Znew( 1 )=O. 0 
Znew(2)=0.0 

C If count I does not equal I we generate a random deviate from the control period. 
C 
45 if (countl .ne. 1) then 

call mmvn(nr2,k,rsig,2,y ,ldr2) 
C 
C Lowry et. al ( 1992) multivariate EWMA procedure 
C 

Znew( 1 )=0.3 *y(l , 1 )+O. 7*Zprev( I) 
Znew(2)=0.3*y(l ,2)+0.7*Zprev(2) 
chi=blinf(k,k,covar,k,Znew,Znew) 
if (chi .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * count2 
count 1 =count 1 + 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ I 
Zprev( 1 )=Znew( 1) 
Zprev(2 )= Znew(2) 

goto 45 
endif 

1 continue 
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avg=ssum 1/100000. 0 
var=( ssum2-100000. 0 * (avg** 2) )/99999. 0 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt(20000.0) 
write( 5 ,6)avg,std,se 

6 format( 1 xJ8.3, 1 x,f8.3, 1 x,f8.3) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 

7. ARL of the "r" Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr,k 
parameter (nr=2500,ldrsig=2,ldr=2500,k=2) 
integer nr2,ldr2,totall ,sum 1 
parameter (nr2=1,ldr2= 1) 
integer index 1,index2,i,count2 
real total 2, total3 ,cov(2,2) ,rsig(k,k ), temp 
real x(nr2,2),tvect(nr,2) 
real ssurn 1,ssurn2,status 
real davg,dstd,value 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,mmvn,mset,umach,munf 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

ssurnl=O.O 
ssurn2=0.0 
value=O.O 
cov(l , 1 )=1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)= 1.0 
iseed= 12345679 
call mset(iseed) 
call chfac(k,cov,2,0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 



open( unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='rOt') 
C 
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C This first loop will generate 1000 out-of-control signals 
C 

do 10 indexl=l,1000 
C 
C The base period is generated here. 
C 

C 

call rnmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,tvect,ldr) 
i=O 
count2=1 

C If no out-of-control signal then generate another random deviate from the control 
C period. 
C 
12 if (i .ne. 1) then 

C 

call rnmvn(nr2,k,rsig,ldrsig,x,ldr2) 
x(l , 1 )=x( 1, 1 )+sqrt( value) 
x( 1,2)=x( 1,2)+sqrt(value) 

C Compute the depth of the control period observation with respect to the base period 
C data cloud. 
C 

call depth( nr, tvect,x,status) 
if (status .eq. 0.0) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
i=i+l 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 12 
endif 

10 continue 
C 
C See the previous programs for a program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

call std(l000,ssuml,ssum2,davg,dstd) 
write(S,6) davg,dstd,dstd/sqrt(l 000.0) 

6 format( 1 x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4) 
close(S) 
stop 
end 

C 
C This is the calling program for the main Depth Subroutine. 
C 



subroutine depth(num, v ,x,sdep) 
integer num 
real v(num,2),x( 1,2),sdep,hdep 
real alpha(50000),tx(num),ty(num) 
integer f(50000),i,j ,k 
do 20 i=l ,num 
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tx(i)=v(i, 1) 
ty(i)=v(i,2) 

20 continue 

C 

call depth2(x( 1, 1 ),x( 1,2),num,tx,ty ,alpha,f,sdep,hdep) 
return 
end 

C This subroutine will compute the data depths of points in the control period. 
C 

C 

subroutine depth2( u, v ,n,x,y ,alpha,f,sdep,hdep) 
real u, v ,x(n),y(n),alpha(n),nums,nbad 
real p,p2,eps,d,xu,yu,angle,alphk,betak,sdep,hdep 
integer f(n),gi 
nums=O.O 
numh=O 
sdep=O.O 
hdep=O.O 
if (n .It. 1) return 

p=acos(-1.0) 
p2=p*2.0 
eps=O.000001 
nz=O 

c Construct the array ALPHA. 
C 

do 10 i=l ,n 
d=sqrt((x(i)-u)*(x(i)-u)+(y(i)-v)*(y(i)-v)) 
if ( d .le. eps) then 

nz=nz+l 
else 

xu=(x(i)-u)/d 
yu=(y(i)-v)/d 
if (abs(xu) .gt. abs(yu)) then 

if (x(i) .ge. u) then 
alpha(i-nz)=asin(yu) 
if (alpha(i-nz) .It. 0.0) then 

alpha(i-nz)=p2+alpha(i-nz) 
endif 

else 



alpha(i-nz)=p-asin(yu) 
endif 

else 
if (y(i) .ge. v) then 

alpha(i-nz)=acos(xu) 
else 

alpha(i-nz)=p2-acos(xu) 
endif 

endif 
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if (alpha(i-nz) .ge. (p2-eps)) alpha(i-nz)=O.O 
endif 

10 continue 
nn=n-nz 
if (nn .le. 1) goto 60 

C 

c Sort the array ALPHA. 
C 

call sort(alpha,nn) 
C 

c Check whether Z=(U, V) lies outside the data cloud. 
C 

angle=alpha( 1 )-alpha(nn)+p2 
do 20 i=2,nn 

angle=amaxl (angle,(alpha(i)-alpha(i-1 ))) 
20 continue 

if (angle .gt. (p+eps)) goto 60 
C 

c Make smallest ALPHA equal to zero, 
c and compute NU=number of alpha < pi. 
C 

angle=alpha( 1) 
nu=O 
do 30 i= l ,nn 

alpha(i)=alpha(i)-angle 
if (alpha(i) .lt. (p-eps)) nu=nu+ 1 

30 continue 
if (nu .ge. nn) goto 60 

C 

c Mergesort the alpha with their antipodal angles beta, 
c and at the same time update i,f(i), and nbad. 

ja= l 
jb= l 
alphk=alpha( l) 
betak=alpha(nu+ 1 )-p 
nn2=nn*2 



nbad=O 
1=nu 
nf=nn 
do 40 j= 1,nn2 
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if ((alphk+eps) .lt. betak) then 
nf=nf+l 
if (ia .lt. nn) then 

ja=ja+l 
alphk=alpha(ia) 

else 
alphk=p2+ 1.0 

endif 
else 

i=i+l 
if (i .eq. (nn+l)) then 

i=l 
nf=nf-nn 

endif 

endif 

f(i)=nf 
nbad=nbad+c((nf-i),2) 
if (ib .lt. nn) then 

jb=jb+l 
if ((ib+nu) .le. nn) then 

betak=alpha(ib+nu )-p 
else 

betak=alpha(ib+nu-nn)+p 
endif 

else 
betak=p2+ 1.0 

endif 

40 continue 
nums=c( nn,3 )-nbad 

C 

c Computation of NUMH for half space depth. 
C 

gi=O 
ja=l 
angle=alpha( 1) 
numh=minO( f( 1 ),( nn-f( 1))) 
do 50 i=2,nn 

if (alpha(i) .le. (angle+eps)) then 
ja=ja+l 

else 
gi=gi+ja 
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ja=l 
angle=alpha(i) 

endif 
ki=f(i)-gi 
numh=minO(numh,minO(ki,(nn-ki))) 

50 continue 
C 

c Adjust for the number NT of data points equal to (U,V): 
C 

60 nums=nums+c(nz, 1 )*c(nn,2)+c(nz,2)*c(nn, 1 )+c(nz,3) 
if (n .ge. 3) sdep=(nums)/c(n,3) 
numh=nurnh+nz 
hdep=(numh+0.0)/(n+O.O) 

return 
end 
real function c(m,j) 

if (m .It. j) then 
c=O.O 

else 
am=real(m) 
if (j .eq. 1) c=am 
if(j .eq. 2) c=(am*(am-1))/2 
if (j .eq. 3) c=(am*(am-l)*(am-2))/6 

endif 
return 
end 
subroutine sort(b,n) 
C 

c Sorts an array B (of length N<=SOOOO) in O(NLogN) time. 
C 

real b(n),amm,xx 
dimension jlv(50000),jrv(50000) 
jss=l 
jlv(l)= l 
jrv(l)=n 

10 jndl=jlv(jss) 
jr=jrv(jss) 
jss=jss-1 

20 jnc=jndl 
J=Jr 
jtwe=(jndl+jr)/2 
xx=b(jtwe) 

30 if (b(jnc) .ge. xx) goto 40 
jnc=jnc+ 1 
goto 30 



40 if (xx .ge. bU)) goto 50 
j=j-1 
goto 40 

50 if (inc .gt. j) goto 60 
amm=b(jnc) 
b(jnc)=b(j) 
b(j)=amm 
jnc=jnc+l 
j=j-1 

60 if (inc .le. j) goto 30 
if ((j-jndl) .lt. (jr-jnc)) goto 80 
if (jndl .ge. j) goto 70 
jss=jss+ 1 
jlv(jss)=jndl 
jrv(jss)=j 

70 jndl=jnc 
goto 100 

80 if (inc .ge. jr) goto 90 
jss=jss+ 1 
jlv(jss)=jnc 
jrv(jss)=jr 

90 jr=j 
1 OOif (jndl .lt. jr) goto 20 

if (jss .ne. 0) goto 10 
return 
end 
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8. ARL of the " O" Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,ldr ,ldrsig,nout,nr ,k 
parameter (nr=2500,ldrsig=2,ldr=2500,k=2) 
integer nr2,ldr2,total l ,suml 
parameter (nr2=5,ldr2= 1) 
integer index 1,index2,i,count2 
real total2, total3 ,cov(2,2),rsig(k,k ), temp 
real x(nr2,2),tvect(nr,2),ndep(nr),status0 
real ssum 1,ssum2,status,cut,staavg 
real davg,dstd, value,stattot,x2( 1,2) 
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C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,rnmvn,mset,umach,munf 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
value=O.O 
cut=0.1668 
cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
iseed= 12345679 
call mset(iseed) 
call chfac(k,cov ,2, 0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
open( unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='rOt') 

C This first loop will generate 1000 out-of-control signals 
C 

do 10 index 1 = 1, 1 000 
C 
C The base period is generated here. 
C 

C 

call rnmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,tvect,ldr) 
call depthO( tvect,ndep) 
i=O 
count2=1 

C If no out-of-control signal then generate another sample from the control 
C period. 
C 
12 if (i .ne. 1) then 

C 

call mmvn(nr2,k,rsig,ldrsig,x,ldr2) 
x( 1, 1 )=x( 1, 1 )+sqrt(value) 
x( 1,2 )=x( 1,2 )+sqrt( value) 

C Compute the depth of the control period observation with respect to the base period 
C data cloud. 
C 

stattot=O.O 
do 1 00 index 1 = 1,nr2 

x2( 1, 1 )=x(index 1, 1) 



x2( l ,2)=x(index 1,2) 
C 
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C Refer to Program 7 for a program listing of this subroutine. 
C 

call depth( nr, tvect.x2 .status) 
C 
C This subroutine will compute the r values of each point in the control period. 
C 

call check( statusO,status,ndep) 
stattot=stattot+statusO 

I 00 continue 
staavg=stattot/real( nr2) 
if (staavg .le. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum I +count2 
ssum2 =ssum2 +co un t2 * * 2 
i=i+ I 

endif 
count2=count2+ I 
goto 12 

endif 
IO continue 
C 
C See the previous programs for a program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

call std( I 000,ssum 1,ssum2,davg,dstd) 
write(5,6) davg,dstd,dstd/sqrt( I 000.0) 

6 format(l x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4, I xJ9 .4) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 

C 
C This subroutine will compute the value of r for each point in the control period. 
C 
subroutine check( avg,status,ndep) 

integer sum,i 
real status,ndep(2500),avg 
sum=O 
do 10 i= I ,2500 
if (ndep(i) .le. status) then 

sum=sum+l 
endif 

10 continue 
avg=sum/2500.0 

return 
end 
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C 
C This subroutine will compute the depths of the points in the base period sample. 
C 
subroutine depthO( tvect,ndep) 

integer i,j ,k,f( 5000),index 1 
real x( 5000),y( 5000),u( 5000),v( 5000) 
real tvect(2500,2),ndep(2500),tx(5000),ty(5000) 
real alpha(5000),tukdep 
do 10 i=l,2500 

x(i)=tvect(i, 1) 
y(i)=tvect(i,2) 
u(i)=x(i) 
v(i)=y(i) 

10 continue 
do 20 j= 1,2500 

do 21 k=l ,j-1 
tx(k)=x(k) 
ty(k)=y(k) 

21 continue 
do 22 l=j+ 1,2500 

tx(l)=x(l) 
ty(l)=y(l) 

22 continue 
do 23 index 1 = 1,2500 

if (indexl .eq. j) then 
do 24 index2=j ,2499 

tx(index2)=tx(index2+ 1) 
ty(index2)=ty(index2+ 1) 

24 continue 
endif 

23 continue 
call depth2(u(j),v(j),2499,tx,ty,alpha,f,simdep,tukdep) 
ndep(j )=simdep 

20 continue 
return 
end 

9. ARL of the "S" Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 
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integer irank,iseed,ldr ,ldrsig,nout,nr ,k 
parameter (nr=2500,ldrsig=2,ldr=2500,k=2) 
integer nr2,ldr2,total 1,sum 1,vivek 
parameter ( nr2= 1,ldr2= 1) 

C 

integer index 1,index2,i,count2 
real x2(1,2),ttl ,sl ,s2 
real total2,total3,cov(2,2),rsig(k,k) 
real x(nr2,2),tvect(nr,2),ndep(nr) 
real ssum 1,ssum2,status,status0 
real davg,dstd,value 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,mmvn,mset,umach 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
value=O.O 
cov(l , 1 )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
iseed= 12345679 
call mset(iseed) 
call chfac(k,cov,2,0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
open(unit=5 ,status='new',file='r0') 

C The first loop will generate 1000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 indexl =1,1000 
C 
C Generate the base period sample. 
C 

call mmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,tvect,ldr) 
C 
C Compute the depths of the observations in the base period sample. 
C Refer to Program 8 for a program listing of this subroutine. 
C 

call depthO( tvect,ndep) 
i=O 
count2=1 
ttl=O.O 
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12 if (i .ne. 1) then 
C 
C If no out-of-control signal then generate a point from the control period. 
C 

C 

call rnmvn( 1,k,rsig,ldrsig,x, 1) 
x2(1, 1 )=x( 1, 1 )+sqrt(value) 
x2( 1,2)=x( 1,2)+sqrt(value) 

C Refer to program 7 for a listing of this subroutine. 
C 

call depth( nr, tvect,x2,status) 
C 
C Compute the r values for each point in the control period. 
C 

call check(statusO,status,ndep) 
ttl =ttl +status0-0.50 
if (ttl .gt. 0.00) then 

ttl=0.00 
else 

sl =count2*sqrt((l/2500. + l /real(count2))/12.) 
s2=ttl /sl 
if (s2 .le. -2.578) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
i=i+l 

endif 
endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 12 

endif 
10 continue 
C 
C Refer to the previous programs for a program listing of this subroutine. 
C 

call std( 500,ssum l ,ssum2,davg,dstd) 
write(5,6) davg,dstd,dstd/sqrt(SOO.O) 

6 format(l x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4, 1 x,f9 .4) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 
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1 0. ARL of the RST Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

integer i,irank,iseed,k,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr 
parameter( nr2 =5 ,k=2,ldrsig= 2) 
integer indexO,index 1,count2 
real avg, var ,std,se,dis( nr2 ), temp 
real dist,tempi,tempj ,tempij ,rsig(2,2) 
real cov(k,k),stat,r2(nr2,2),ssum 1.ssum2,cut,value 

C 
C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

external chfac,rnmvn,mset, umach 
call umach(2,nout) 
open( unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='vnO') 

C 
C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
call chfac(k,cov,2,0.00001,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
cut=8.43 
value=O.O 
iseed= 12345679 
call rnset(iseed) 

C The initial loop will generate 100000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 indexO= 1, 100000 
indexl=O 
count2=1 

12 if (index 1 .ne. 1) then 
call rnmvn(nr2,2,rsig,2,r2,nr2) 
do 1 i=l ,nr2 

r2(i, 1 )=r2(i, 1 )+sqrt( value) 
r2(i,2)=r2(i,2)+sqrt( value) 

continue 
stat=O.O 



dist=O.O 
C 
C The RST procedure. 
C 

do 1002 i= 1,nr2 
tempi=r2(i, 1 )* *2+r2(i,2)* *2 
do 1003 j= 1,nr2 
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dist=r2(i, 1 )*r2(j, 1 )+r2(i,2)*r2(j,2) 
tempj=r2(j ,1)**2 + r2(j ,2)**2 
tempij=sqrt(tempi*tempj) 
dist=dist/tempij 
stat=stat+dist 

1003 continue 
1002 continue 

stat=0.40*stat 
if (stat .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
index 1 =index 1 + 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
goto 12 

endif 
10 continue 

avg=ssum 1/100000. 0 
var=(ssum2-(ssuml **2)/100000.0)/99999.0 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt( 100000.0) 
write(5,6) avg,std,se 

6 format(l x,f8.3, 1 x,f8 .3, lx,f8 .3) 
stop 
end 

11. ARL of the PR-SRTChart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

integer i,irank,iseed,k,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr 
parameter(nr2= 1 O,k=2,ldrsig=2) 
integer indexO,index 1,count2 
real avg,var,std,se,dis(nr2),temp 
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real dist( nr 2 ,nr2), tempi, tempj, tempij ,rsig(2 ,2) 
real cov(k,k).stat,r2( nr2.2 ),ssum 1,ssum2,cut, value 

C 
C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

external chfac,rnrnvn,mset,umach 
call umach(2,nout) 
open(unit=5 ,status='new' ,file='vnO') 

C 
C Initialization of some of the key variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l, 1 )= l.O 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
call chfac(k,cov ,2,0.00001,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
cut=l0.32 
value=O.O 
iseed=l2345679 
call mset(iseed) 

C The first loop will generate 100000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 indexO= 1, 1 00000 
indexl=O 
count2=1 

12 if(indexl .ne. l)then 
call rnrnvn(nr2,2,rsig,2,r2,nr2) 
do 1 i=l,nr2 

r2(i, 1 )=r2(i, 1 )+sqrt(value) 
r2(i,2)=r2(i,2)+sqrt(value) 

dis(i)=r2(i, 1 )**2 + r2(i,2)**2 
1 continue 

C 

call sort(nr2,dis,r2) 
stat=O.O 

C The PR-SRTprocedure. 
C 

do 1002 i= l ,nr2 
tempi=r2(i, 1 )* *2+r2(i,2)* *2 
do 1003 j= 1,nr2 

dist(i,j)=r2(i, 1 )*r2(j, 1 )+r2(i,2)*r2(j ,2) 
tempj=r2(j,1)**2 + r2(j,2)**2 



tempij=sqrt(tempi*tempj) 
dist(i,j )=dist(i,j )/tempij 
stat=stat+dist(i,j )* i *j/(nr2 * *2) 

1003 continue 
1002 continue 

stat=0.60*stat 
if (stat .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
index 1 =index 1 + 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 12 
endif 

10 continue 
avg=ssum 1/ 100000. 0 
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var=( ssum2-( ssum 1 * * 2 )/ 100000. 0 )/99999. 0 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt( 100000.0) 
write(5 ,6) avg,std,se 

6 format(lx,f8.3 , lx,f8.3 , lx,f8.3) 
stop 
end 

C 
C The sort procedure. 
C 
subroutine sort( count,datain, vector) 

integer i, j, count 
real datain( count), temp, vector( count,2),tvect l ,tvect2 
do 10 j=2, count 

temp=datain(j) 
tvect 1 =vector(j , 1 ) 
tvect2=vector(j ,2) 
i=j-1 

6 if (i .gt. 0 .and. datain(i) .gt. temp) then 
datain(i+ 1 )=datain(i) 
vector(i+ 1, 1 )=vector(i, 1) 
vector(i+ 1,2)=vector(i,2) 
i=i-1 

goto 6 
endif 
datain(i+ 1 )=temp 
vector(i+ 1, 1 )=tvectl 
vector(i+ 1,2)=tvect2 

10 continue 
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return 
end 

12. ARL of the Robust EWMA Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer irank,iseed,ldr,ldrsig,nout.nr 
integer indexO,index 1,k,rep,nr2,ldr2 
parameter (ldrsig=2,k=2,nr2= l ,ldr2= 1) 
real Zprev(k),Znew(k),temp,temp 1 ( 1 ),temp2( 1) 
real cut,ssum 1,ssum2, value,avg, var.std,se 
real cov(k.k),rsig(k,k),y(nr2.k),temp3 
real t(k),chi,covar(k,k),df,c( 1 ),u2 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,rnmvn,rnset,umach,linrg,blinf,rnunf 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov( 1,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)= 1.0 
covar(l, 1 )=38.0 
covar( 1,2)=0.0 
covar(2, 1 )=covar( 1,2) 
covar(2,2)=38.0 
call chfac(k,cov ,2,0.00001,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
iseed= 12345679 
call rnset(iseed) 
cut=8.05 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 

C The first loop will generate 100000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 1 rep= 1, 100000 
countl =O 



count2=1 
Zprev(l)=O.O 
Zprev(2)=0.0 
Znew( 1 )=O. 0 
Znew(2)=0.0 

45 if ( count 1 .ne. 1) then 
C 
C The robust EWMA procedure. 
C 

call rnrnvn(nr2,k,rsig,ldrsig,y ,ldr2) 
y(l, 1 )=y( 1, 1 )+sqrt(value) 
y( 1,2 )=y( 1,2 )+sq rt( value) 
u2=sqrt(y( 1, 1 )* *2+y( 1,2)* *2) 
t( 1 )=y( 1, 1 )/u2 
t(2)=y( l ,2)/u2 
Znew( 1 )=0.1 *t( 1 )+0.9*Zprev(l) 
Znew(2)=0. l *t(2)+0.9*Zprev(2) 
chi =b linf(k,k,covar ,k,Znew ,Znew) 
if (chi .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * count2 
count 1 =count 1 + 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 
Zprev( 1 )=Znew( 1) 
Zprev(2)=Znew(2) 

goto 45 
endif 

1 continue 
avg=ssum 1/100000.0 
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var=(ssum2-l OOOOO.O*(avg**2))/99999.0 
std=sqrt(var) 

C 

se=std/ sqrt( 100000. 0) 
stop 
end 

13. ARL of the V(n) Chart 

C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

integer i,irank,iseed,k,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr 



C 
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parameter(nr= 1 OO,nr2= 1O,k=2,ldrsig=2,ldr=100) 
integer index 1 (nr),track(nr,nr),rep,indexO 
integer index2.count2 
real avg,var,std.se,rsig(2,2),temp 
real cov(k,k),r(nr,k),phat(nr,nr) 
real w _ n, wtemp,reject, val,r2(nr2,2),ssum 1,ssum2,cut 
double precision pi 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac.rnmvn,rnset,umach 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

C 

pi=22.0/7.0 
cov(l , 1 )= 1.0 
cov(l ,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1 .0 
open(unit=l ,status='new',file='randO') 
call chfac(k,cov,2,0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
iseed= 12345679 
call rnset(iseed) 
rep=lOOOOO 
val=O.O 
cut=9.38 

C The first loop will generate 100,000 out-of-control variables. 
C 

do 10 indexO= I ,rep 
call rnmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,r,ldr) 
index2=0 
count2=1 

12 if (index2 .ne. 1) then 
call rnmvn( nr2,2,rsig,2,r2,nr2) 
do 1001 i=l,nr2 

r2(i, 1 )=r2(i, 1 )+sqrt(val) 
r2(i,2)=r2(i,2)+sqrt(val) 

1001 continue 
do 30 i=l ,nr2 

do 40 j= 1,nr2 
track( i,j )=O 



phat(i,j)=O.O 
40 continue 
30 

* 

continue 
do 50 i= l ,nr2 

do 60 j= 1,nr2 
call inter(nr,r2(i, 1 ),r2(i,2), 
r2(j, 1 ),r2(j,2),r,track(i,j)) 

60 continue 
50 continue 
C 
C The V,, procedure. 
C 

do 80 i=l, nr2 
do 90 j=l, nr2 

if (i .eq. j) then 
phat(i,j)=O.O 

else 
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phat(i,j)=(track(i,j)+ 1.0)/(nr+O.O) 
endif 

90 continue 
80 continue 

wtemp=O.O 
do 100 i=l , nr2 

do 200 j= l, nr2 
wtemp=cos(pi *phat( i,j) )+wtemp 

200 continue 
100 continue 

w _ n=(2./(nr2+0.0))*wtemp 
if(w_n .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
index2=index2+ 1 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 12 
endif 

10 continue 
avg=ssum 1/100000. 0 
var=( ssum2-( ssum 1 * * 2 )/ 1 00000. )/99999. 0 
std=sqrt( var) 
se=std/sqrt( 100000.0) 
write( 1,2)avg,std,se 

2 format(l x,f8.3, 1 x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3) 
close(l) 
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stop 
end 

C 
C This subroutine will calculate the interdirections. 
C 
subroutine inter( coun,val ,va2,vb l ,vb2,v,track) 

integer coun,k,track 
real val ,va2,vb l ,vb2,v(coun,2) 
real det 1,det2 
track=O 
do 10 k=l ,coun 

det 1 =va 1 * v(k,2 )-va2 * v(k, l ) 
det2=vb 1 *v(k,2)-vb2*v(k,1) 
if(detl *det2 .lt. O)then 

track=track+ 1 
endif 

l O continue 
return 
end 

14. ARL of the W(n) Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

C 

integer i,irank,iseed,k,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr 
parameter(nr=25,nr2= l 5,k=2,ldrsig=2,ldr=25) 
integer index 1 (nr),track(nr,nr),rep,indexO 
integer index2,count2 
real cov(k,k),r( nr ,k ),covar(k,k),dist( nr ),y(k),phat(nr ,nr) 
real w_n,wtemp,reject,val,r2(nr2,2),ssuml,ssum2,cut,c(nr2) 
double precision pi 

C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,mmvn,rnset,umach,linrg,rnchi 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initializations of some of the variables. 
C 

pi=22.0/7.0 
cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov( 1,2)=0.0 
cov(2, 1 )=0. 0 
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cov(2,2)= 1.0 
call chfac(k,cov ,2, 0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
iseed= 12345679 

C 

ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
call mset(iseed) 
val=O.O 
cut=l0.04 
rep=lOOOOO 

C The first loop will generate 100,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do 10 indexO= 1,rep 
call mmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,r,ldr) 
call cacov(nr,covar,r) 
call linrg(2,covar,2,covar,2) 
index2=0 
count2=1 

12 if ( index2 .ne. 1) then 
C 
C The W,, procedure. 
C 

call mmvn(nr2,2,rsig,2,r2,nr2) 
do 5 i=l,nr2 

do 6 j=l,2 
r2(i,j)=r2(i,j)+sqrt(val) 

6 continue 
5 continue 

do 20 i= l ,nr2 
y( 1 )=r2(i, 1) 
y(2)=r2(i,2) 
dist(i )=blinf(2,2,covar ,2,y ,y) 

20 continue 
C 
C See program IO for a listing of this subroutine. 
C 

call sort(nr2,dist,r2) 
do 25 i=l,nr2 

index I (i)=i 
25 continue 

do 30 i=l ,nr2 
do 40 j= l ,nr2 

track( i,j)=O 
phat(i,j)=O.O 



40 continue 
30 continue 

do 50 i= ! .nr2 
do 60 j=l,nr2 

C 
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C See program 12 for a program listing of the following subroutine. 
C 

60 
50 

90 
80 

* 

* 

call inter(nr,r2(i, 1 ),r2(i,2), 
r2(j, 1 ),r2(j,2),r,track(i,j)) 

continue 
continue 
do 80 i=l, nr2 

do 90 j=l, nr2 
if (i .eq. j) then 

phat(i,j)=O.O 
else 

phat(i,j)=(track(i,j)+ 1.0)/(nr+O.O) 
endif 

continue 
continue 
wtemp=O.O 
do 100 i= l, nr2 

do 200 j=l, nr2 
wtemp=cos(pi *phat( i,j)) * index 1 (i) * index 1 (j )/ 

((nr2**2+0.0))+wtemp 
200 continue 
100 continue 

w _n=(6./(nr2+0.0))*wtemp 
if (w_n .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum I +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2 * *2 
index2=index2+ I 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 12 
endif 

10 continue 
avg=ssum I /rep 
var=(ssum2-((ssum 1 )**2)/rep ))/(rep-1) 
std=sqrt(var) 
se=std/sqrt(real( rep)) 
stop 
end 
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15. ARL of the H Chart 

C 
C The key input and output variables will be declared now. 
C 

integer irank,iseed,ldr,ldrsig,nout,nr 
integer indexO,index 1,k,rep 
parameter (nr= 1OO,ldrsig=2,ldr=100,k=2) 
integer nr2,ldr2 
parameter(nr2= 1O,ldr2=10) 
real cut,ssum 1,ssum2, value,avg,var,std,se 
real cov(k,k),rsig(k,k),y(nr2,k),yt(k,nr2) 
real x(nr,k),xt(k,nr),covar(k,k),u,v,eq(k),cp 
real osn(k,nr ),ost( nr ,k),t(k),chi,ost2( nr2,k), temp 

C 
C The IMSL subroutines will be declared now. 
C 

C 

external chfac,mmvn,mset, umach,linrg, bl inf 
call umach(2,nout) 

C Initialization of some of the variables. 
C 

cov(l, 1 )= 1.0 
cov( 1,2)=0.0 
cov(2, I )=0.0 
cov(2,2)=1.0 
open (unit=5,status='new',file='h0') 
call chfac(k,cov,2,0.00001 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
iseed= 12345679 
call mset(iseed) 
value=O.O 
cut=9.84 
ssuml=O.O 
ssum2=0.0 
do 1 rep= 1, 100000 

call rnmvn(nr,k,rsig,ldrsig,x,ldr) 
C 
C The first loop will generate 100,000 out-of-control signals. 
C 

do IO indexO= 1,nr 
xt( l ,indexO)=x(indexO, 1) 
xt(2,index0 )=x( indexO ,2) 

10 continue 
C 
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C Get the sign vectors of the vectors in the base period. 
C 

do 40 indexO-= 1,nr 
call Rn(nr,indexO,xt,osn( 1,index0),osn(2,index0)) 
ost(indexO, 1 )=osn( 1,indexO) 
ost(index0,2)=osn(2,index0) 

40 continue 
C 
C Compute the matrix B 1 • 

C 
call cacov(nr,covar,ost) 
call linrg(k,covar,k,covar,k) 
countl=O 
count2=1 

45 if(countl .ne. 1) then 
C 
C Get the control period vectors and compute the sign vectors. 
C 

call rnmvn( nr2,k,rsig,ldrsig,y ,ldr2) 
do 50 index0=1,nr2 

yt( 1,indexO)=y(indexO, 1 )+sqrt( value) 
yt(2,index0 )=y( indexO ,2 )+sq rt( value) 

50 continue 
do 60 indexO= 1,nr2 

u=O.O 
v=O.O 
do 70 indexl=l ,nr 

eq( I )=xt(2,index 1) 
eq(2)=-xt( I ,index 1) 
cp=eq( I )*yt( l ,indexO)+eq(2 )*yt(2,index0) 
if (cp .It. 0.0) then 

eq( I )=-eq( 1) 
eq(2)=-eq(2) 

elseif(cp .gt. 0.0) then 
eq(l)=eq(l) 
eq(2)=eq(2) 

else 
eq(l)=O.O 
eq(2)=0.0 

endif 
u=u+eq(l) 
v=v+eq(2) 

70 continue 
ost2(index0, 1 )=u/nr 
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ost2(index0,2)=v/nr 
60 continue 

call sum(nr2,ost2,t) 
chi=(blinf(k,k,covar ,k,t, t) )/real(nr2) 
if (chi .ge. cut) then 

ssum 1 =ssum 1 +count2 
ssum2=ssum2+count2*count2 
count 1 =count 1 + l 

endif 
count2=count2+ 1 

goto 45 
endif 

1 continue 
C 
C Compute the average run lengths and the simulation errors 
C 

avg=ssum 1/100000. 0 
var=(ssum2-l OOOOO.O*(avg**2))/99999.0 
std=sqrt( var) 
se=std/ sqrt( 100000. 0) 
write( 5 ,6)avg,std,se 

6 format( 1 x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3 , 1 x,f8.3) 
close(5) 
stop 
end 

C 
C Compute the vector T1 • 

C 
subroutine sum(N,ost,t) 

integer indexO,index 1,N ,k 
parameter (k=2) 
real ost(N,k),t(k) 
do 10 indexO= 1,k 

t(indexO)=O.O 
do 20 indexl=l,N 

t(indexO)=t(indexO)+ost(index 1,indexO) 
20 continue 
10 continue 
return 
end 
C 
C These subroutines will compute the sign vectors. 
C 
subroutine Rn(N,i,x,u,v) 



integer N ,i,q 
real x(2,N),u,v.sl ,s2,tl,t2 
sl=O.O 
s2=0.0 
do 10 q=l,N 

call sqeq(N,i.q,x,tl ,t2) 
sl =sl +tl 
s2=s2+t2 

10 continue 
u=sl/N 
v=s2/N 

return 
end 
subroutine sqeq(N ,i,q,x, t 1, t2) 

integer i,q,temp 1,N 
real x(2,N),tl,t2 
real eq 1,eq2,temp2 
tl=O.O 
t2=0.0 
eql=O.O 
eq2=0.0 
templ=q-i 
if(templ .ne. 0) then 

eql=x(2,q) 
eq2=-x( l ,q) 
temp2=eql *x(l,i)+eq2*x(2,i) 
if (temp2 .It. 0) then 

tl =-eql 
t2=-eq2 

else 
tl =eql 
t2=eq2 

endif 
endif 

return 
end 
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